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Jewellery
1

A 9ct gold solitaire diamond ring.

Estimate £40 -  £60

Size approx P1/2. Total weight approx. 2g.

 Diamond measures approx. 0.20pt.

2 A 9ct gold hallmarked half eternity ring set 

with 9 small diamonds.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Total weight approx 1.9g.

 Size approx. O.

3 A 9ct gold traditional charm bracelet 

complete with safety chain.

Estimate £80 -  £100

Approx. 8g.

4 A 9ct gold dress ring set with a 1.7ct 

Madeira citrine.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Size N.

 With patterned shoulders.

5 A 9ct gold dress ring set with central 

amethyst surrounded by 11 small diamonds.

Estimate £35 -  £50

 Size P.

6 Vintage 9ct gold brooch.

Estimate £30 -  £40

 Measures approx 4.5cm across.  Weight 
approx 2.2g

 Pin not gold.

7 Vintage silver duette brooch / dress clips, 

set with marcasite.

Estimate £10 -  £20

  Brooch measures approx 5cm across.

 Art Deco design.  5 marcasite stones missing.

8 3 pairs of silver earrings.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 One pair set with 2 strands of sapphires.

9 3 pieces of diamante set vintage jewellery.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising of a rolled gold ring set with 5 
stones (size P), a Ciro CP brooch set with 
diamante and faux pearls, plus a belt buckle 
approx. 6cm x 3cm currently on black velvet 
ribbon to wear as a choker.

10 2 x titanium wedding bands / rings in 

different styles.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 One with blue channel set decoration, signed 
Spikes Titanium, size S.  The other is blue 
inside and the outside is cut to reveal the blue, 
size Q.

11 2 x silver necklaces.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 1. Long oval pendant set with labradorite, 
measures approx. 5.5cm to the top of the bale, 
on a 22inch silver box chain.  2. A double chain 
necklace with circle decoration at different 
lengths.
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12 A large pendant set with paua/abalone shell 

and a garnet in a decorative silver mount,

Estimate £10 -  £20

 on a 16inch silver chain.  Together with a pair 
of silver earrings set with paua / abalone shell.

13 A collection of silver / jade jewellery.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising: A filigree silver flower brooch. A 
pair of Scottish thistle design, screw-fit, 
earrings set with citrine & amethyst.  A 7inch 
serpentine chain bracelet.  A pair of earrings 
designed as Russian dolls on silver 
fastenings.  A 5cm long jade carved pendant 
with serpent design (no chain).

14 4 x pairs of 9ct gold earrings.

Estimate £30 -  £50

Total gold weight approx 4.5g.

 Comprising: White gold hoops marked 9k Italy. 
Yellow gold hoops on posts, not marked but 
test as 9ct gold, backs marked 9ct.  Small box 
chain/ball drop earrings, posts marked 375, 
backs not gold.  A pair of drop  earrings with 
circle decoration, not marked but test as 
approx. 9ct gold.

15 A box containing a fair quantity of scrap 

white metal / silver / yellow metal items.

Estimate £8 -  £12

 To include single earrings, diamante, faux 
pearls etc.  Ideal for jewellery making / craft 
work.

16 A bag of 9ct scrap gold.

Estimate £200 -  £250

 Total weight approx 25g.

 Mostly broken jewellery, single earrings etc. 
Does contain some stones.

17 A bag of 9ct scrap gold.

Estimate £200 -  £250

 Approx weight 25g.

 Mostly broken jewellery, single earrings etc. 
Does contain some stones.

18 A Victorian gold stick pin, a ladies vintage 

9ct gold cased watch, and 9ct gold cufflinks 

(a/f).

Estimate £60 -  £80

   

Stick pin set with a single seed pearl, one 
cufflink chain broken. Watch not in working 
order. Gold weight estimated at between 6 & 
7g.

19 A collection of vintage and modern 

earrings, some silver.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include clip on style and pierced earrings.

20 A small  quantity of vintage brooches and 

scarf clips.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include stone set.

21 A collection of vintage costume jewellery 

earrings for pierced ears and clip on.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include stud and drop styles.

22 A small collection of costume jewellery to 

include necklaces and bracelets.

Estimate £10 -  £20

23 A collection of costume and silver earrings.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 All for pierced ears in stud and drop style.

24 A small collection of vintage costume 

jewellery brooches and bracelets.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include stone set.

25 4 shop display jewellery bead stands. 3 

plastic and 1 white, leather effect.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Tallest approx. 25cm tall.

26 2 hallmarked silver brooches.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 A vintage decorative bar brooch, fully 
hallmarked together with a stone set leaf spray 
marked 925.

27 A brand new light birds eye maple jewellery 

box by Walwood.

Estimate £35 -  £50

 Interior has two square compartments and 
ring/earring cushions to both sides. Complete 
with box.

28 A brand new red wood  jewellery box by 

Walwood.

Estimate £35 -  £50

 Interior has 2 square compartments with 
ring/earring cushions to both sides. Complete 
with box.

29 2 plastic Leah Stein style brooches in the 

shape of a cat and a dog.

Estimate £20 -  £30

30 3 stone set brooches in the shape of birds.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 A colourful parrot with a detachable tail, an 
enamelled bird on a branch set with a pearl 
and a diamante set owl with black stone set 
eyes.

31 A small collection of vintage brooches to 

include a silver clover brooch.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a Silver scenes pig decoration 
trinket box.

32 A collection of 925 silver and Murano glass 

bracelet charms.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include spacer charms.
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33 4 silver ladies dress rings.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Sizes range from M to R1/2.

 Silver signet ring, One set with marquise cut 
black stone, a garnet flower cluster a/f and a 
turquoise set cathedral style ring.

34  A silver dress ring set with large oval 

carnelian stone.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Size O 1/2.

35 A 925 silver and amber ladies dress ring.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Size N 1/2.

 Leaf decoration around stone.

36 A 925 silver buckle ring.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Size T 1/2.

37 A  925 silver Ti Sento necklace with crystal 

set round drop pendant.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Total length 21 inches.

38 A boxed Hot Gems sterling silver heart 

shaped necklace set with small cz stone.

Estimate £10 -  £20

39 2 x 18" silver figaro chains with pendants.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 One circular pendant with letter E and a white 
metal heart.

40 A vintage micro mosaic bracelet (stamped 

Made in Italy) together with a matching 

micro mosaic brooch

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Brooch approx. 3.25cm diameter, bracelet 
approx. 20cm long.

41 A quantity of silver and white metal chains 

and bracelets together with an elephant 

brooch.

Estimate £120 -  £150

 Total combined weight approx. 244.6g.

 Comprising; 6 bracelets, 5 necklaces and a 
brooch.

42 A quantity of silver and white metal rings, 

bracelets and chains.

Estimate £130 -  £150

 Total weight approx. 238.8g.

 Comprising; 5 bracelets, 2 watch chains, chain 
with charms and 20 rings.

43 6 silver and silver gilt crystal set cocktail 

rings.

Estimate £80 -  £120

 In various sizes.

44 6 silver and silver gilt crystal and stone set 

cocktail rings of various sizes.

Estimate £80 -  £120

45 6 silver and silver gilt crystal and shell set 

cocktail rings of various sizes.

Estimate £80 -  £120

46 A contemporary design pendant made from 

natural coral decorated with silver.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 On a black cord thong.

47 A mother of pearl foot shaped pendant on a 

silver rope chain.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a silver shell set ring.

48 A brand new red wood jewellery box by 

Walwood.

Estimate £40 -  £50

 Interior cream velveteen lining with two square 
compartments and 2 ring/ earring cushions 
either side. Complete with box.

49 A pair of 9ct gold drop earrings.

Estimate £20 -  £30

 Each set with 3 tear-drop cut blue sapphires. 
Posts marked 375, backs not marked.

50 A collection of 3 silver jewellery items, 

together with a small white metal chain 

purse..

Estimate £10 -  £20

   

51 A heavy 925 silver necklace set with 

freshwater pearls.

Estimate £15 -  £30

52 Large oriental design jewellery box with 

internal mirror.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Containing costume jewellery and watches.

53 A Queen Victoria 1897 Jubilee part gold 

brooch together with a Victoria In 

Memorium handkerchief.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Brooch in original box. 9ct gold detail over 
base metal (tested).

54 2 costume jewellery bracelets.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Watches
55 A vintage Rolex Oysterdate Precision wind-

up wristwatch.

Estimate £1200 -  £1800

 In full working order. With black face, date 
window, stainless steel body and stainless 
steel Rolex bracelet strap numbered 78350. 
End links numbered 557. No original box or 
paperwork etc..

56 A vintage Swatch Quartz shop display free 

standing battery operated clock.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 61cm tall.

 In working order. With removable watch 
face/cover, second hand is damaged.
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57 A brand new black lacquer watch box with 

geometric design.

Estimate £40 -  £50

 Cream velveteen lining with 6 watch 
compartments.

58 A collection of watch magazines and 

catalogues.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include: Rolex, Cartier, GMT, Tag Heuer 
and Breitling.

59 A brand new boxed Black geometric design 

watch box with glass top by Walwood.

Estimate £35 -  £50

 Cream velveteen lining with compartments 
and cushions for 6 watches.

60 A boxed Vigoroso Smart Touch watch.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 2 illuminated dots show time when watch glass 
pressed.
In working order, no instructions (available 
online).

61 A ladies Tissot wristwatch with stainless 

steel strap.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Mother of pearl face, water resistant 30 meters 
with sapphire crystal. W

62 A boxed ladies gold tone quartz wristwatch 

by Eternity.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Square face. Working order.

63 A men's Rotary GT automatic wristwatch.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Water proof with stainless steel back and 
brown leather strap.

64 A men's Mantaray wristwatch with brown 

leather strap.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Luminescent hands and number markers. 
Working order.

65 A ladies gold tone quartz wristwatch by 

Eternity.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 30 meter water resistant. Stainless steel back.

66 A men's modern wristwatch by Base, 

London.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Wide brown leather strap, seconds hand and 
date function. 5 ATM. W

67 2 men's vintage wristwatches.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 A Rensie Incabloc with Fixoflex strap and 
Serdix with stainless steel strap.

68 4 men's wristwatches, 1 without a strap.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Sekonda and Timex.

69 4 men's modern wristwatches.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Citizen and Next.

70 5 ladies wristwatches, 1 without strap.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Timex and Sekonda.

71 4 ladies vintage wristwatches.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Seiko and Sekonda.

72 4 ladies wristwatches. To include Sekonda.

Estimate £10 -  £20

73 A small collection of men's and women's 

vintage wristwatches.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Countess and Ruflex.

74 4 men's modern wristwatches.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Cotton Traders and Sekonda.

75 A men's boxed Accurist black ceramic strap 

wristwatch.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 With seconds hand and date function. 
Working order.

76 A ladies Michael Kors chronograph 

wristwatch.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Bronze metallic face with crystal number 
markers. Tortoise shell effect strap, water 
resistant 10 ATM 100 meters. To fit small wrist. 
W

77 Guess watch set with crystals around the 

dial.

Estimate £10 -  £20

With stainless steel bracelet.  Needs a new 
battery.

78 A men's Tissot wrist watch. Black leather 

strap.

Estimate £50 -  £70

 With Roman numeral hour markers, seconds 
hand and date function.

79 An 18ct gold pocket watch - HM JWB LD 

London 1923.  In working order.

Estimate £750 -  £1000

Total weight approx 103.4g.

 Dial with Roman numerals and second hand 
dial.  Marked JW Benson London. Inside the 
case is "The Ludgate" Best London Make 
M4800, JW Benson 62 & 64 Ludgate Hill, 
London.  With fitted case.

80 A box of 13 Alessand Robaldieri, Italian 

design ladies and gents wristwatches.

Estimate £25 -  £40

 To include Chronograph, leather straps and 
Limited Edition "No War" watches.
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81 A box of 11 Alessand Robaldieri and 1 V.I.P 

Time, Italian design, ladies and gents 

wristwatches.

Estimate £25 -  £40

 Comprising; 4 Chronograph, 4 ladies stone set 
with leather strap, 3 canvas strapped Ltd Ed 
"No War" watches and a V.I.P Time with blue 
silicon strap.

82 A vintage ladies mechanical watch with a 

polished mother of pearl case.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Not working, appears overwound.  In it's 
original case.

Silver & Silver Plate
83 A collection of silver plated items.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 To include a sugar sifter, matching Viners tea 
and coffee pots with milk jug and sugar bowl. 
Plus cruet set, toast rack & tea infuser.

84 Vintage hallmarked silver sugar sifter by 

Mappin & Webb.

Estimate £70 -  £90

  Weight approx 98g.

 Nice stepped shape and pierced top.  
Birmingham HM 1938.

85 A vintage silver plate F.C & Co. tea set.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising teapot, water jug, milk jug and 
sugar bowl. Together with one other silver 
plated coffee pot.

86 A silver clad wooden box with monogram 

decorative initials to top.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Approx. 17.5 x 9.5 x 6cm.

87 A quantity of silver and white metal items to 

include a silver Walker & Hall ashtray, 

approx. 49g.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Total weight (to include wooden base in one 
item) approx. 204g.

88 A quantity of assorted silver plated items.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include 4 footed tray, pair of candle sticks, 
jugs and 2 handled bowls.

89 A mounted and framed hallmarked silver 

commemorative platter.

Estimate £120 -  £150

 Case size approx. 33cm x 33cm.

 "The College of Arms" plate for The Queen's 
Silver Jubilee. Total silver weight approx. 560g. 
With CoA.

90 A mounted and framed hallmarked silver 

commemorative platter.

Estimate £120 -  £150

 Case size approx. 33cm x 33cm.

 "The College of Arms" plate for The 25th 
Anniversary of The Coronation of Elizabeth II. 
Total silver weight approx. 560g.

91 A vintage cut glass condiment set in silver 

plated galleried stand with ornate handle.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Total height approx. 27cm .

 One stopper a/f. Together with a boxed set of 
silver plated salts.

92 3 small silver cutlery items.

Estimate £15 -  £30

Combined weight approx. 31.5g.

 Comprising a preserve spoon with decorated 
handle and bowl hallmarked London 1921, A 
small pickle fork hallmarked Sheffield 1897 and 
a small butter knife hallmarked Sheffield 1912.

93 A small silver cream jug with ribbed design 

to top rim and handle.

Estimate £20 -  £30

Total weight approx. 80.2 g.

 Hallmarked London 1932.

94 A collection of silver plated items.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include a wine bottle coaster, silver trays , 
apple shaped preserve pot with glass liner and 
sugar tongs.

95 A large silver plated galleried serving tray 

on feet.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Together with a silver plated tea set, a lidded 
butter dish and a salt shuttle with scoop.

96 A box of vintage plated ware.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 To include:- candle sticks, tea pots, and toast 
rack.

96 a A cased set of 6 silver coffee spoons 

together with silver handled boot hook & 

shoe horn.

Estimate £15 -  £30

Spoons hallmarked Sheffield 1968, maker T.W. 
& Co. Ltd. Spoons total weight approx. 38.8g. 
Matching shoe horn & button hook Chester 
1908.

Coins
97 Approx. 72 Cuban foreign exchange 

certificates.

Estimate £10 -  £20

   

A to D series, uncirculated. All denomination 
from 1 peso to 500 peso notes.

98 A coin set: United Kingdom Uncirculated 

Coin Collection 2007.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Coins in mint condition in original presentation 
pack.

99 A c1920's album of approx. over 600 

German banknotes.

Estimate £80 -  £120

 Majority are in uncirculated condition and are 
of the low value colourful allegorical type.
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100 A rare 1923 allegorical German 50 Million 

Mark note printed on leather.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 From Possneck. Some wear.

101 A rare 1923 allegorical German 10,000 Mark 

note printed on silk.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 From the textile town of Bielefeld. Some wear.

Pens & Pencils
102 3 Parker ballpoint pens.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include a Parker 45 and a Thorn EMI 
Elstree Studios promotional pen.

Metalware
103 A quantity of assorted cutlery to include 

silver handled cake slice

Estimate £10 -  £20

 and a set of silver banded fruit knives and 
forks.

104 A heavy early 20th century brass cup on a 

ceramic base.

Estimate £10 -  £20

105 A pair of decorative brass horse and rider 

figurines.

Estimate £15 -  £30

Approx. 18cm tall.

106 Pair of vintage brass balance scales with 

weights (smallest one missing).

Estimate £50 -  £80

 Measure approx 42cm tall.

 Weights fit into base.

107 A vintage cast iron L. Lange & Co wood 

burner painted green.

Estimate £350 -  £450

 Together with chimney.

108 2 vintage kitchen weighing scales, one with 

weights.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 1 by C.W. Brecknell Ltd of Birmingham (no 
bowl or weights), and an un-named set with 
bowl and weights.

109 A large cast iron painted duck doorstop.

Estimate £15 -  £30

30cm tall

110 A cast iron painted duck doorstop.

Estimate £10 -  £20

27cm tall.

111 A cast iron painted dolphin doorstop.

Estimate £10 -  £20

25cm tall

112 3 x cast iron doorstops - fruit and flower 

baskets.

Estimate £15 -  £30

113 3 cold painted bronze dogs together with a 

lead dog figure.

Estimate £80 -  £120

Bloodhound 10cm long.

 Comprising:- Cold painted Bloodhound 
(marked BK/L to underside), 2 x cold painted 
white & brown Terriers, and lead black Scottie 
dog.

114 Large antique copper pan with lid, handles 

and pouring spout.

Estimate £60 -  £90

 Measures approx 37cm in diameter by 33cm 
tall.

 Riveted handles and bars on side to sit on a 
stand.

115 Large brass ornamental cannon, together 

with 2 matching brass horses.

Estimate £20 -  £30

 Cannon measures approx. 42cm long x 20cm 
tall.  Horses measure approx. 18cm tall x 
19cm long.

116 2 sets of vintage weighing scales.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Both with set of weights

117 A box of assorted metal ware items to 

include coal scuttle and copper kettle.

Estimate £15 -  £30

118 A collection of assorted metal ware items.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 Comprising; metal studded cauldron, a pair of 
firedogs and a circa 1960's chromium 
companion set.

119 A ornate brass clock and 2 candlesticks 

garniture.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with small quantity of brass and 
copperware to include urns and miniature 
candlesticks.

120 A vintage copper plate warmer.

Estimate £10 -  £15

121 A large antique copper oval bed warmer.

Estimate £30 -  £60

 Approx. 59cm wide.

122 A collection of vintage brassware items to 

include companion set, chestnut warmer 

and candle sticks.

Estimate £15 -  £30

123 A large vintage brass oil lamp with clear and 

pink glass fluted shade. Complete with 

Chimney.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Together with an extra light shade, chimney 
and brass shade support ring.
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124 A large vintage brass oil lamp on ceramic 

base. With embossed lustre finish fluted 

shade.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Complete with chimney. Together with an extra 
cream floral decorated light shade, chimney 
and brass shade support ring.

125 4 pairs of antique brass candlesticks in 

varying sizes.

Estimate £20 -  £40

Tallest pair approx. 29cm tall.

 Smallest and largest have the candle was 
pushers to base.

126 A collection of boxed vintage cutlery to 

include Royal Albert

Estimate £10 -  £20

 and a boxed set of 22ct gold plated Queens 
Golden Jubilee collectors spoons.  Together 
with a small collection of brassware including 
candlesticks.

127 A box of assorted pewter and metal ware 

together with a quantity of bronze cutlery.

Estimate £30 -  £50

128 3 pieces of retro Scandinavian Stainless 

Steel kitchen ware, circa 1960's.

Estimate £30 -  £50

129 A collection of cutlery and brassware.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Comprising:- boxed Art Deco style fish knives 
& forks, boxed steak knives & forks, boxed 
carving set, and 3 brass animal figures.

130 A large vintage metal fire screen with 

sunburst design.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 72.5cm tall x 102cm wide.

Militaria & Medals
131 Medal & Militaria Items - Reproductions.

Estimate £ -  £

 Due to the large number of reproductions 
currently being produced for Film, TV, and Re-
enactment, it is increasingly difficult to 
ascertain the authenticity of some items. 
Therefore we can offer no guarantee to their 
authenticity and are SOLD AS SEEN. Items 
described as PATTERN are an example of the 
described item with no guarantee of age or 
authenticity.

132 2 military hard back books together with 2 

albums of Military themed cigar cards.

Estimate £10 -  £20

133 A Victorian/early 20th century Irish Great 

Southern & Western Railway button.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Approx. 17mm in diameter.

 Made by J. Ireland & Son, Dublin.

134 A collection of vintage buttons and badges 

to include Military, ARP, Police, and Fire 

Service.

Estimate £10 -  £20

135 A collection of military books.

Estimate £10 -  £20

To include factual, novels, and 15 editions of 
The Bulletin of the Military Historical Society 
2001 to 2004.

136 A bronze Price Arthur 1874 Exhibition 

medallion with circular presentation box.

Estimate £20 -  £30

137 A c1960's military wooden box.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Marked C 368 MKI, SV 409 A, R.O.F. / W.1961

138 A quantity of assorted books relating to 

ships and RAF.

Estimate £10 -  £20

To include Janes Fighting Ships 1983-4 and a 
quantity of vintage Children's "Wonder" books.

139 An American Airforce dog tag style 

presentation medallion.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 For 62nd Mission Support Group.

140 A small Kukri knife with leather sheath.

Estimate £5 -  £15

 Brass lion detail to end of handle.

141 A metal cased military field soup vacuum 

flask.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Approx. 36cm tall.

142 A WWII German Mineral water bottle, found 

in Kurland, Latvia.

Estimate £8 -  £15

143 A WWII pattern Africa Malaria pill Tin 

(empty).

Estimate £8 -  £15

144 A Vietnam Era US mess tin, dated 1962.

Estimate £8 -  £20

145 WW2 era German marked salt glazed 

mineral water bottle. Dated 1937.

Estimate £8 -  £15

146 A WWII pattern U.S. and D.R.C Signaller arm 

band.

Estimate £8 -  £15

147 A vintage reproduction child size Halberd 

axe.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Approx. 68cm long.

148 A pair of bullion wire RAF WO1 sleeve 

badges.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Approx. 4.75cm x 4.5cm.
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149 A pair of WWII pattern khaki canvas M1938 

gaiters/leggings.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Size 1R.

 Marked to interior with stock No, makers name 
George S. Rumley Co.

150 Post WWII German overseas side cap in 

green felt.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Label to interior marked Bamberger Mützen 
Industrie.

151 German post WWII overseas side cap in 

field grey fabric with green piping.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Label to interior marked G.u.F. Brand.

152 A 19th century Russian military coloured 

print.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 34 x 26cm

153 A vintage square shaped tin trunk with 

internal lidded compartment, possibly 

military.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a small metal case with canvas 
strap and a canvas bag.

154 A WW2 enamel Home Guard lapel badge.

Estimate £8 -  £15

155 WW2 book - A Short History of 7th 

Armoured Division, June 1943 - July 1945.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Edition with 11 loose maps in pocket at rear. 
Printed by the Printing and Stationery Service, 
British Army of the Rhine. c1945.

156 Military book - The Times History of The War 

in South Africa 1900 - 1902 - Volume V.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Published 1907 by Sampson Low, Marston 
and Company Ltd. With 27 fold-out maps and 2 
loose maps in folders inside front and back 
covers.

157 3 x  Napoleonic themed prints.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Baxter prints 16 x 12cm inc. mount. French 
Hussar print 50 x 41

 Comprising:- 2 small framed & glazed Baxter 
oil prints of Wellington and Nelson, together 
with a large print on canvas of a mounted 
French Hussar at Waterloo. Mounts to Baxter 
prints bear embossed mark of "Baxter, 
Northampton Square - Printed in oil colours".

158 A box of framed & glazed military prints.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Napoleonic uniforms.

159 2 x WW2 Home Guard books.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 1) The Home Guard Training Manual, and 2) 
We Also Served (The story of the Home Guard 
in Cambridgeshire and the Isle of Ely 1940-43.

160 6 pieces of WW1 military crested ware.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising:- E5 Submarine (Borough of 
Hampstead), War Memorial (Coventry), 
Cenotaph (City of London), Artillery Shell 
(Gretna Green), Ambulance (Boscombe), and 
Bomb (March). N.B. Ambulance and Bomb a/f.

161 An unusual WW1 trench art brass peaked 

cap made from a German shell case.

Estimate £50 -  £80

 Mounted with an Imperial German button (as a 
badge), and engraved with star and leaf 
decoration and "Souvenir Peronne" to top, and 
leaf decoration and "World War" to peak. Shell 
made Oct 1915 Polte Magdeburg, st 150

162 WW2 Military cartoon book - This Army 

Vol.2 by Bing Coughlin. Paperback.

Estimate £10 -  £20

163 Rare WW1 Military Hospital book - First 

Eastern General Hospital Gazette.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Issue No.16 November 9th 1915. Paperback. 
In excellent condition.

164 Rare WW1 military book Liaison, 1914 - A 

Narrative of the Great Retreat. By Brig-Gen. 

E.L. Spears.

Estimate £30 -  £40

 1st Edition. With 14 maps and 2 sketches. 
Published by William Heinemann Ltd,  1930. 
Cover fabric to spine needs attention.

165 WW2 book - The History of the 53rd  (Welsh) 

Division in The Second World War.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 1st Edition by Brig. C.N. Barclay. Published by 
William Clowes and Sons Ltd, 1956.

166 3 military pen & ink sketches.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Each sketch approx. 11 x 8cm

 No visible signatures. All 3 framed & glazed 
together.

167 A WW1 bronze dish depicting the Palais de 

Justice, Brucellas in relief.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 11cm diameter.

 Believed to have been brought back by a 
WW1 Tommy.

168 An original WW1/2 pair of tank / driving 

goggles.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Vendor advises found by her late father (an 
avid collector) on a battlefield visit.
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169 A collection of cWW1 military badges and 

buttons mounted on a vintage brown leather 

military belt.

Estimate £80 -  £120

 To include:- Austrian 2-headed eagle cap 
badge, 2 x Somerset Light Infantry badges, 
REME cap badge and REME Artificer's badge, 
Essex Regt. cap badge, Royal Artillery, 
Leicestershire and York and Lancaster 
Regiment cap badges.

170 Medical research medal. Large medal - 

Ledencongres 'S-Gravenhage 2-3 Oct 1970.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 10cm diameter.

 Ledencongres 'S-Gravenhage 2-3 October 
1970. Named to Prof. Dr. H.G.J.M. Kuypers

171 A vintage framed & glazed handmade 

tapestry commemorating C Battery, the 

Royal Horse Artillery.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Tapestry measures approx 45cm  x 36cm.  
Plate measures approx 18.5cm across.

 Together with a French Sarreguemines 
Napoleonic plate, 'Collection du XXV 
Anniversaire - Sopad'.

172 3 x WW2 booklets.

Estimate £8 -  £12

 Comprising:- 2 x Aircraft recognition and 
Assault upon Norwich.

173 4 military WW1 & South African War 

handkerchiefs.

Estimate £15 -  £30

Clocks & Barometers
174 A vintage mahogany cased mantle clock 

with brass column detail.

Estimate £30 -  £50

32.5cm tall x 42cm wide.

 Ceramic base, complete with key and 
pendulum.

175 An antique Dutch wall hanging clock with 

brass dial and hands.

Estimate £250 -  £300

 Total height 140cm approx.

 Decorative finials to top. Glass panels to side 
of case. Complete with weight and pendulum. 
Shows signs of restoration.

176 Victorian black slate mantle clock with 

enamelled dial.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 No front glass.

177 A vintage dark wood cased wall hanging 

pendulum clock.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 78cm tall x 31cm wide.

 With bevel edged glazed panels to front and 
beaded detail to wooden case. Complete with 
key and pendulum.

178 A Waterbury Clock Co. 8-day 12 inch drop 

Octagon R.C. wall clock.

Estimate £20 -  £40

Approx. 59cm tall.

Ceramics
179 A small collection of blue and white Spode 

ceramics. Italian Spode design.

Estimate £15 -  £30

Comprising: 4 soup bowls, 2 serving dishes 
and a serving platter.

180 A Continental vase decorated with 2 putti 

and flowers.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Together with a small posy vase with stag's 
head and blue and gilt decoration.

181 A set of 6 harlequin colours bone china 

coffee cups with square saucers.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with 6 small ramekin/dishes with lids.

182 3 vintage ceramic decanters.

Estimate £15 -  £30

Comprising a vintage car with 6 miniature  
cups, a royal themed carriage with miniature 
four cups,  and a Jefferson Davis decanter 
from the McCormick Distilling Company.

183 A set of 5 Goebels monk character jugs 

together with a spoon rest.

Estimate £10 -  £20

184 A small collection of blue and white ceramic 

items.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising: Ringtons Ltd square shaped 
teapot circa 1929, George Jones "Abbey" 
design shredded wheat dish, Willow pattern 
warming plate (a/f), and 6 Enoch Wedgwood 
Tunstall dishes; Huntsman, Game Keeper, 
Soldier, Pedlar, Farmer & Sailor.

185 9 ceramic blue and white willow pattern 

meat platters / serving dishes of various 

sizes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Largest approx. 45cm x 36cm.

 To include H.A & Co. Some a/f.

186 A collection of blue and white willow pattern 

ceramics to include Wedgwood and Maling.

Estimate £10 -  £20

187 A pair of continental figurines of children 

playing with hoops.

Estimate £10 -  £20

One figure restored. Approx. height 26cm.

188 A small collection of Holkham Pottery to 

include lamp base (small chip to base), 

money box & jug.

Estimate £10 -  £20
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189 A pair of ceramic elephant pot stands.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Height approx 33cm

190 A Royal Winton coffee set.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include 6 cups & saucers, one cup has 
small chip, coffee pot & lid, milk jug and sugar 
bowl.

191 A quantity of ceramic items together with a 

glass vase, frog & stand.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising:  tableware and decorative plates 
to include Spode and Wedgwood. Some items 
a/f.

192 A quantity of blue & white Willow Pattern 

ceramics.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Worcester, Spode & Churchill.  
Comprising: 1 large teapot; 1 small teapot; 20 
cups, 24 saucers; 1 large milk jug; 1 cheese 
dish; 2 dinner plates, 2 large sugar bowls; 1 
small tureen with ladle, 2 small stands. Some 
pieces a/f.

193 A Royal Doulton lidded stone jar.

Estimate £50 -  £70

 Approx. 52cm tall.

194 A Bristow studio pottery part dinner service.

Estimate £20 -  £30

 Comprising; 6 dinner plates, 6 soup/cereal 
bowls, 3 side plates, 5 green egg cups, 3 
brown egg cups, sugar bowl and 3 misc. lids 
(some pieces a/f).

195 An Italian ceramic stick stand.

Estimate £10 -  £15

196 7 x continental ceramic animal figures.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include Lomonosov, Szeiler, USSR, and 
Goebels.

197 2 oriental design vases by The Franklin Mint 

Porcelain.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Oriental vases approx 26cm tall without base.  
Other vase approx 19cm.   

The Dance of the Celestial Dragon (tiny crack 
to rim) & The Journey of the Heavenly Tortoise. 
Both on wooden stands. Together with a 
vintage vase with Art Nouveau shape.

198 A retired Lladro porcelain figurine of a girl 

holding a basket.

Estimate £30 -  £50

Approx. 16.5cm tall

Model #5221, "Sweet Scent" from 1983.

199 4 boxed Disney Wade whimsies.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising Big Mama and Tod from The Fox 
And The Hound, Chief and Peg from Lady And 
The Tramp.

200 A small Westerwald German stoneware salt 

glazed jug.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Approx. 14cm tall.

Depicting portraits of Alexander, Carolus 
Magnus & Arminius. Slight damage to glaze on 
one side.

201 A large quantity of assorted antique 

ceramics to include lustre jugs, majolica 

plates,

Estimate £15 -  £30

 cups and saucers and teapots (some pieces 
a/f).

202 A small collection of crested ware plates.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 To include Gt. Yarmouth, Lowestoft and 
Southwold.

203 A collection of blue and white ceramics.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Wedgwood meat platter and 
Copeland Spode Italian bowl. Together with 4 
character jugs.

204 A box of mixed ceramics to include meat 

plates and majolica style fruit stand.

Estimate £10 -  £20

205 A quantity of mostly white ceramic dinner 

and tea ware.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Royal Doulton "Oxford Black" cups 
and saucers, Royal Doulton "White Linen" 
plates and cups & saucers and Villeroy & Boch 
serving plate.

206 A box of assorted blue and white ceramics 

comprising 3 large Willow pattern meat 

plates

Estimate £15 -  £30

 and a quantity of Losol Ware, Keeling & Co, 
Burslem "Bowness" dinner ware.

207 An Arthur Woods pig teapot and matching 

mugs.

Estimate £10 -  £20

208 A six place Masons Red Vista dinner service.

Estimate £45 -  £60

 Comprising 6 dinner plates, side plates , bread 
plates, soup bowls and saucers, Condiment 
set, gravy boat and saucer, 2 lidded tureens 
and a lidded soup tureen. Some pieces a/f.

209 A quantity of Royal Doulton dinner ware in " 

Carlyle" pattern.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Comprising 12 x 10.5 inch dinner plates, 2 
lidded tureens, 2 oval serving platters, an oval 
serving dish, a gravy boat with drip saucer, 12 
soup bowls, 12 x 9 inch dinner plates and 12 
fruit bowls.
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210 Coalport "Ladies of Fashion" Joan figurine 

in brown dress.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Joan approx. 20cm tall.

 Together with a Royal Doulton "Fair Maiden" 
figurine.

211 A Gerold Porzellan, West Germany, figurine 

of a lady seated with a parrot.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with 7 small Dresden figures.

212 A collection of vintage ceramic and resin 

figurines.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Largest approx. 32.5cm tall.

213 A large collection of Royal Commemorative 

ceramics to include mugs, cups & saucers 

and teapots.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Makes include Royal Doulton, Aynsley, 
Coalport and Wade.

214 A quantity of Royal Doulton tea and coffee 

ware in  " Carlyle " pattern.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Comprising 12 tea cups and saucers, milk jug, 
sugar bowl, teapot, 12 coffee cups and 
saucers, coffee pot and 12 x 6.5 inch 
sandwich/cake plates.

215 A Doulton Lambeth jardinière stand.

Estimate £50 -  £80

96 cm tall (approx 38 inches).

 c1880-1900. In amber, brown & green 
colourway, circular panels of dolphins to each 
side. a/f - approx. 3 chips.

216 2 Szeiler figures, a cow and calf laying down.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a pair of blanc de chine Crown 
Staffordshire China posy vases.

217 A collection of continental porcelain.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include figurines, a musical band, an 
'Arsenic' pot with lid and a part Limoges coffee 
set with Pierrot decoration.

218 A Doulton & Co Limited Buntie Bunnykins 

'Helping Mother' figurine.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Stands approx 8.5cm tall.

 Base marked D82, COPR 1972 Rd No. 956 
234, Rd No. 12 900, RSA Rd No 193/72

219 F Warne & Co Ltd Beswick, Beatrix Potter's 

Mrs Rabbit figurine.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Measures approx 11cm tall.

 Carrying a basket and umbrella.

220 F Warne & Co Ltd Beswick, Beatrix Potter's 

Old Mr Brown figurine.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Measures approx. 9cm tall.

 Base marked Copyright 1963.

221 A box containing large ceramic items.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include a large vintage blush ivory charger 
and jug.

222 A box of vintage ceramic items.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include a Jester figurine and a Royal 
Doulton Shakespeare seriesware plate.

223 A large blue & white soup tureen by 

Wedgwood with matching ladle.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Measures approx. 26cm tall to the top of the 
finial x approx. 28cm across.

224 A pair of signed blanc de chine bird 

figurines by J T Jones, Crown Staffordshire 

China.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Approx 15cm high x 17cm across.

 Birds on bases with flowers.  Some small 
chips to leaves/petals, one wing with slight 
chip.  Bases signed 'Designed and modelled by 
J.T. Jones.

225 A box of assorted Golly related ceramics.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include vintage Robertson's Jam pot, 
Golden Shred cruet and a toast rack.

226 A Colclough 10 setting dinner & tea service 

decorated with blue flowers.

Estimate £50 -  £80

 Comprising:- 2 lidded tureens, 10 dinner 
plates, 10 side plates, & 10 bowls.

227 A collection of 6 Sylvac face pots.

Estimate £25 -  £50

 Comprising:- Coleslaw, Tomato, Bread Sauce, 
Beetroot, Apple Sauce and Onions.

228 A collection of Royal commemorative mugs, 

Victoria to Elizabeth II.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include:- 1937 coronation mug  designed 
by Dame Laura Knight, Royal Doulton Edward 
VII coronation, and a boxed Buckingham 
Palace mug.

229 A Babbacombe Pottery ginger cat.

Estimate £8 -  £12

30.5cm (12" inches) tall

230 Boxed Lladro figurine #7612 "Picture 

Perfect".

Estimate £30 -  £50

231 Boxed Lladro figurine #7621 "Pick of the 

litter".

Estimate £30 -  £50
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232 Boxed Lladro figurine #7610 "Can I play?".

Estimate £25 -  £40

233 Boxed Lladro figurine #7635 "Ten and 

growing".

Estimate £40 -  £70

234 Boxed Lladro figurine #7636 "Afternoon 

promenade".

Estimate £30 -  £50

235 Boxed Lladro figurine #7611 "Summer 

stroll".

Estimate £30 -  £50

236 Boxed Lladro figurine #7609 "My Buddy - 

convalescent puppy".

Estimate £40 -  £70

237 Boxed Lladro figurine #6245 "Destination 

Big Top".

Estimate £30 -  £50

238 Boxed signed Lladro figurine #7622 "Basket 

of love".

Estimate £50 -  £80

 Signed and dated to base "To Margaritz, 
Lladro 24.11.94"

239 Boxed Lladro figurine #7644 "Innocence in 

bloom".

Estimate £30 -  £50

240 Boxed Lladro figurine #7607 "Spring flower 

song".

Estimate £30 -  £50

241 Boxed signed Lladro figurine #7618 

"Garden Song".

Estimate £50 -  £80

 Signed and dated to base "Lladro 16.10.92"

242 Boxed Lladro figurine #5353 "Eskimo riders 

on bear".

Estimate £40 -  £70

243 Boxed Lladro Society figurine #7676 "A 

wish come true".

Estimate £30 -  £50

244 Boxed Lladro figurine #7619 "All aboard".

Estimate £50 -  £80

 Signed and dated to base "Lladro 16.11.92"

245 Boxed Lladro figurine #7623 "Little Riders".

Estimate £30 -  £70

246 Boxed Lladro Society figurine #7672 "It 

wasn't Me".

Estimate £30 -  £70

247 Boxed Lladro figurine #1307 "Ducklings 

after their mother".

Estimate £20 -  £30

248 Boxed Lladro figurine #5218 "Autumn".

Estimate £30 -  £50

249 Boxed Lladro figurine #5217 "Spring".

Estimate £50 -  £80

 Signed and dated to base "To Margaritz, 
Lladro 24.11.94"

250 4 Boxed Lladro bells - the four seasons 

#7613, 7614, 17615 & 17616 "Spring, 

Summer, Autumn & Winter"

Estimate £15 -  £25

 N.B. Spring bell has detached clanger.

251 2 Boxed Lladro Society figurines, both 

#7685 "A friend for life".

Estimate £20 -  £30

252 Boxed Lladro figurine #5178 "Rebel 

Donkey".

Estimate £40 -  £70

253 2 Boxed Lladro plaques,  "Art brings us 

together" and blue printed plaque.

Estimate £10 -  £20

254 2 Boxed Lladro Society plaques,  "Art 

brings us together" and "Don Quixote".

Estimate £10 -  £20

255 3 unboxed Lladro figurines, Circus Sealion, 

Swan, & Rabbit.

Estimate £30 -  £50

256 2 unboxed Lladro figurines of Eskimo 

children with Polar Bear cubs.

Estimate £30 -  £50

257 2 unboxed Lladro figurines of Polar Bears.

Estimate £30 -  £50

258 2 unboxed Lladro figurines of boys. One 

with a dog, the other with a flower basket.

Estimate £30 -  £50

259 5 empty Lladro boxes with internal packing. 

NO FIGURES.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 For figurines #5035 "Marry Ballet", 5499 
"Pretty Ballerina", 5219 "Summer Child", and 2 
x 7641 "For a perfect performance".

260 2 unboxed Nao figurines - A boy and a swan.

Estimate £15 -  £30

261 3 unboxed Nao swan posy vases in 

graduated sizes.

Estimate £15 -  £30

262 2 Capo di Monte figures of man and lady 

with baskets.

Estimate £15 -  £30

263 Boxed Lladro Privilege figurine #7694 

"Princess of the Fairies".

Estimate £40 -  £70
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264 5 boxed M.J. Hummell figures by Goebel.

Estimate £25 -  £50

 Comprising:- School Girl #924 (Hum 81/2/0), 
Fire Fighter #1449 (Hum 2030), Little Fidler 
#426 (Hum 2/4/0), Chimney Sweep #975 (Hum 
12/2/0), and Friend or Foe #461 (Hum 434).

265 13 unboxed M.J.Hummell figures together 

with a 1990 year plate - all by Goebel.

Estimate £50 -  £80

266 Boxed Lladro Privilege figurine #7690 

"Prince of the Elves".

Estimate £40 -  £70

267 Boxed Lladro Society figurine #7650 

"Pocket full of wishes".

Estimate £30 -  £50

268 Boxed Lladro Society figurine #7686 "Pals 

Forever".

Estimate £30 -  £50

269 Boxed Lladro Society figurine #7604 

"Flowers to the Teacher".

Estimate £30 -  £50

270 Boxed Lladro figurine #7620 "Best Friend".

Estimate £30 -  £50

271 A quantity of ceramic collectors plates to 

include a Coalport Ltd Ed Lester Piggott 

racing plate.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 No 30/1000. And 3 National Horse Racing 
Museum Famous Racehorses plates.

Glass
272 A box of 8 cobalt blue and white frosted 

glass candlesticks.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx 20cm tall

273 2 x Ditchfield / Isle of Wight style iridescent 

paperweights.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Mushroom and swan. Part label to base of 
swan.

274 2 coloured glass cat paperweights

Estimate £15 -  £30

16.5 & 15.5cm tall.

275 A Langham Glass House paperweight.

Estimate £10 -  £20

276 3 x Penguin paperweights.

Estimate £15 -  £30

14 & 13cm tall.

 2 in blue & white colourways, 1 clear.

277 3 x amber coloured animal paperweights.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Seal 18cm long, others 14cm tall.

 Comprising:- Wedgwood seal, squirrel, & 
rabbit.

278 A collection of 8 glass bird paperweights 

and ornaments.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include 2 Murano (1 a/f)

279 A box of assorted patterned clear glass 

serving plates and dishes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

280 NO LOT

Estimate £0 -  £0

281 NO LOT

Estimate £0 -  £0

282 A pair of Victorian frill top pink glass 2 

handled vases with pontil mark.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 21cm tall.

283 A quantity of vintage glass to include 2 

decanters.

Estimate £10 -  £20

284 A boxed Waterford Crystal Teddy Bear 

Paperweight.

Estimate £10 -  £20

285 12 vintage Babycham glasses.

Estimate £30 -  £50

286 A vintage glass dome.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 20cm tall with 9cm internal diameter.

 Minor chips to rim base.

287 A Mary Gregory style hand blown glass vase 

with white overlay.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 15.5cm tall.

288 An antique hand blown glass decanter with 

ring neck and cut decoration.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 24cm tall.

289 An antique hand blown glass carafe with 

ring neck.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 22cm tall.

290 3 antique hand blown amber glasses with 

knop stem.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 13cm tall.

291 6 antique hand blown glasses with faceted 

stem.

Estimate £15 -  £40

 Approx. 10cm tall.

292 7 antique hand blown glasses with faceted 

bowl and waisted stem.

Estimate £15 -  £40

 Approx. 13cm tall.
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293 5 antique hand blown glasses with faceted 

bowl and knop stem.

Estimate £15 -  £40

 Approx. 13cm tall and bowl 9cm diameter.

294 7 antique hand blown glasses with faceted 

bowls and 5 with knop stems.

Estimate £15 -  £40

 In 3 designs.

295 2 antique hand blown large glass goblets.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 21cm tall and 9cm bowl diameter.

296 A box of vintage glasses to include hand 

blown.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Oriental, Antiquities & Tribal
297 Chinese 'Famille Rose' vase.

Estimate £120 -  £180

 Approx 30cm tall.

298 Oriental ginger jar with pointed finial 

approx. 33cm tall.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Together with a smaller Chinese ginger jar 
with lid approx. 12cm tall.

299 A Kutani ceramic Buddha.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 13.5 cm tall.

 Signed to base.

300 A black lacquer sake set, with flower 

decoration.

Estimate £20 -  £30

 Comprising jug, tray, and 6 cups. Stopper to 
jug repaired.

301 A pair of vintage cloisonné vases with pale 

blue background and dragon panel design.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 32cm tall.

 Have been restored at some point.

302 A framed and glazed oriental watercolour 

on silk of Birds on a flowered branch.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 77cm x 39cm.

 Writing to bottom right corner.

303 A collection of 10 x late 19th/early 20th 

century Japanese Satsuma vases.

Estimate £30 -  £50

304 A oriental part tea set depicting mount Fuji 

and oriental figures.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising 10 tea cups and saucers, 8 tea 
plates, dish and lidded sugar pot.

305 A collection of oriental pieces.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 To include ceramic 8 peaches teapot, water 
dropper, provincial stoneware vase and 
unusual ceramic bowl.

306 A collection of Chinese items comprising:

Estimate £15 -  £30

 3 boxed ceramic plates, a pair of cups & 
saucers, a hand painted bulbous vase and a 
Cloisonné vase measuring approx. 21cm tall.

307 4 pieces of cloisonné ware.

Estimate £50 -  £80

Bowl 23cm diameter. Vase 18cm tall

 Comprising:- boxed fruit bowl on wooden 
stand, boxed vase, ashtray, and lidded 
toothpick holder.

308 A pair of 19th century oriental tea bowls and 

saucers.

Estimate £40 -  £60

309 A 19th century oriental large mug with 

dolphin handle.

Estimate £50 -  £80

3 hand painted panels depicting fishermen. 
Approx. 4 inch crack running from bottom up 
side.

Books
310 A box of vintage childrens books to include 

The Book of The Flower Fairies by Cicely M. 

Barker.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with "The Water Babies" with colour 
plates and 2 Arthur Rackham Fairy books.

311 2 boxes of Engineering books.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 To include Newnes Complete Engineer (4 
volume set plus Datasheets volume).

312 A collection of 1980's motorbike magazines 

and catalogues.

Estimate £5 -  £10

313 Approx. 115 alien, sci-fi, science and 

conspiracy magazines.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include UFO Magazine, Alien Encounters, 
Uri Geller's Encounters, Nexus, Quest for 
Knowledge, AA&ES, UFO Reality, Fortean 
Times and many more. Mostly 80s.

314 Approx. 40 issues of Video the Magazine 

and other media-related magazines of the 

80s.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include: Godzilla, Sid & Nancy, Highlander 
and Rambo.

315 A box of assorted reference books relating 

to antiques, collecting antiques, clocks and 

watches.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Millers.
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316 British Civil Aircraft since 1919 - 3 volume 

set of hardback books.

Estimate £20 -  £30

 By A.J. Jackson. With dustjackets. 1973/4 
Second Editions.

317 4 vintage reference books.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 The Colour Treasury of 18th Century 
Porcelain, National types of Old Pewter, The 
Pewter Collector and A Dictionary of Marks.

318 3 boxes of vintage books for children.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Enid Blyton, Rudyard Kipling & The 
British Boys Annual 1921.

319 A box of vintage novels by Rudyard Kipling, 

Leslie Charteris & A.Conan Doyle

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include The Second Jungle Book, Kim, Just 
So Stories, 'The Saint' stories & Sherlock 
Holmes.

320 2 boxes of vintage / antique books to 

include the Illustrated Windsor Magazine 

June - Dec 1907.

Estimate £10 -  £20

321 A collection of vintage Annuals to include 5 

x 1970's Photoplay film Annuals,

Estimate £10 -  £20

 a 1950's Enid Blyton Annual and 2 1960's 
Princess Annuals.

322 50 issues of H & E Health and Efficiency 

Naturists Magazine dating from the 2000's.

Estimate £10 -  £20

323 52 issues of H & E Health and Efficiency 

Naturists Magazine from the 1990's.

Estimate £10 -  £20

324 75 issues of H & E Health and Efficiency 

Naturists Magazine from the 1970's and 80's.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include Quarterly Specials.

325 75 issues of H & E Health and Efficiency 

Naturists Magazine.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Copies dating from the 1970's through to 
2000's.

326 A box of 41 H & E Health and Efficiency 

Naturists Magazine dating from the 1950's 

and 60's.

Estimate £15 -  £30

327 69 issues of Parade Magazine dating from 

the 1960's.

Estimate £15 -  £30

328 A box of assorted vintage Glamour/Adult 

"Men's" Magazines.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include; Fiesta, Mayfair, Escort, Parade 
and Razzle.

329 9 vintage Sun Bathing Review Naturist's 

magazines.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 1934 to 1953

330 12 vintage 1952 The Naturist magazines.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 Full year for Jan to Dec 1952.

331 10 vintage Health & Efficiency Naturist's 

magazines and annuals.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 1941 to 1959

332 A 1758 Thomas Dyche/William Pardon New 

English Dictionary.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Ninth Edition.

333 Charles Darwin 1845 Journal of Researches.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Of the countries visited during the voyage of 
H.M.S. Beagle round the world. 2nd Edition.

334 1809 suede bound edition of The Book of 

Common Prayer.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 By Dawson, Bensley, and Cooke. Oxford.

335 Victorian The Holy Bible in 2 volumes.

Estimate £50 -  £80

 Commentary by the Rev. R. Jamieson & the 
Rev. E.H. Bickersteth. Published by James S. 
Virtue.

336 Rural Life Described and Illustrated - 

Victorian 5 volume set with plates.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Published by The London Printing and 
Publishing Company Limited.

337 Georgian book - A New Display of the 

Beauties of England.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Volume I - Published 1787 by R. Goadby and 
Co. with a large number of plates.

338 Sir Walter Scott - Waverley & Novels 5 

volume set together with Life of Sir Walter 

Scott by Lockhart

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Published 1842 (Waverley) and 1844 (Life of), 
all published by Robert Cadell.

339 The Lady's Magazine - bound 1826 to 1831 

inclusive.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Includes a large number of colour plates of 
ladies fashion.

340 Georgian book - The Penitent Pardon'd or a 

Discourse of the Nature of Sin,

Estimate £20 -  £40

 And the Efficacy of Repentance under the 
Parable of the Prodigal Son. By J. Goodman, 
Eighth Edition. With fold out plates.
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341 Georgian book - The Gentleman's & 

Farmer's Assistant.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Ninth Edition, circa 1818. Containing sets of 
tables. By John Cullyer.

342 Harmsworth Natural History - 3 volume set.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 Chief contributors Richard Lydekker, Sir Harry 
Johnston, Prof. J.R. Ainsworth-Davis. 
Published 1910. With numerous colour plates. 
All 3 volumes in excellent condition.

343 A box of Georgian books.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include:- A Visit to the Monastery of La 
Trappe (1818), and Meditations and 
Contemplations by James Hervey (1816).

344 3 boxes of antique books.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include:- Antiquities of Ireland (2 volume 
set), and Old and New London (5 volume set).

Ephemera
345 3 Van Houten's Cocoa & Chocolate paper 

advertising cards - De La Fontaine's Fables.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Card size approx. 13 x 18cm.

 Framed & glazed.

346 A collection of Brooke Bond tea picture 

cards and albums.

Estimate £5 -  £20

 To include many complete sets, including; 
Transport through the Ages, Woodland 
Wildlife, Trees in Britain and Adventurers and 
Explorers.

347 A large collection of assorted vintage 

cigarette and tea cards and albums.

Estimate £8 -  £15

348 3 X Royal & Military ephemera books.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising:- large 1902 Edward VII 
Coronation book with colour plates, large 
Illustrated London News Record - Reign of 
Edward VII, and Festung Alderney - The 
German Defences of Alderney A4 paperback.

349 2 albums containing world stamps together 

with an empty album.

Estimate £10 -  £20

All vendor proceeds go to Big C charity.

350 Stills from the film 'Let the Good Times Roll'.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Photographs of Bill Haley, Little Richard, Chuck 
Berry, Fats Domino, Chubby Checker and Bo 
Diddley. All vendor proceeds go to Big C 
charity.

351 An original 1960's American International 

Pictures Movie promotional poster for 

"Twist All Night" .

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 28cm x 36cm.

 Starring Louis Prima and June Wilkinson. 
Dated 1962.

352 An original brass rubbing of Sir Edmund de 

Brandish (Sire Esmound de Burnedissh).

Estimate £80 -  £120

Rubbing 80cm tall. Frame 91 x 60cm.

 Taken from his brass at St Lawrence, 
Brundish, Suffolk in the 1960's. Framed & 
glazed.

353 A large collection of vintage railway 

ephemera.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include Time tables, Raiway maps, menu's 
and booklets and pamphlets.

354 A collection of vintage travel related 

ephemera.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include an album of destination postcards.

355 A box containing a large collection of loose 

stamps and stamps in vintage albums.

Estimate £10 -  £20

356 A late Victorian/early Edwardian postcard 

album full of approx. 139 greetings 

postcards.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 To include Birthday cards, Christmas cards 
and Easter Greetings.

357 A modern postcard album containing 

approx. 96 postcards.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include a full set of No's 1-60 of 
Tramcyclopedia's Trams and Trolleybus cards.

358 A modern postcard album containing 

approx. 160 British topological postcards.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Dating from the 1950's.

359 An album containing approx. 160 vintage 

postcards.

Estimate £10 -  £20

360 An album containing approx. 160 vintage 

Channel Islands postcards.

Estimate £10 -  £20

361 2 albums containing 150+ postcards 

relating to Railways and Trains.

Estimate £20 -  £40

362 A vintage green postcard album containing 

120 vintage comic and saucy seaside 

postcards.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include Bamforth, McGill, Trow and Mabel 
Lucie Attwell.
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363 A collection of Victorian Railway Company 

ephemera to include coach and wagon 

labels and Waybills.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 From a number of Companies to include; 
Great Western, South Eastern & Chatham and 
Great Northern.

364 A collection of Paramount Pictures publicity 

photos from the 1980's cult film "Pretty in 

Pink".

Estimate £25 -  £50

 19 original black and white 10" x 8" photos of 
actors and scenes from the film with 
accompanying Original studio publicity 
provenance.

365 A collection of 46 official NASA/Apollo 

Moon Mission Postal Covers dating from 

1962-72.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Many stamped on board United States 
recovery ships, Cape Canaveral or Kennedy 
Space Centre. One signed by Nasa Bermuda 
Station Commander Apollo II 1969.

366 A signed Norwich City Football Club 

postcard, circa 1959.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Signed to reverse by 10 players from the 
famous FA Cup "Giant Killing" team.

367 Postal History - a collection of unused Great 

British prepaid air letters.

Estimate £10 -  £20

368 An album containing 200 Victorian 

Actresses and Vaudeville stars.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 To include Miss Zena Dare, Miss Marie 
Studholme and Miss Edna May.

369 "Buffalo Bill" Cody - Victorian photograph 

and ephemera.

Estimate £25 -  £50

 Photograph mounted on card Woodburytype. 
Together with "Buffalo Bill's Wild West" 
paperback (album of drawings from life by 
Charles Henckel dated 1892, "Buffalo Bill" 
paperback (A full account of his adventurous 
life) by Henry Llewellyn Williams dated 1887, 
and various press cuttings. N.B. The small 
album is hand dated Sept. 20th 1892 and was 
from his appearance at The International 
Horticultural Exhibition, Earl's Court, London 
1892.

370 3 antique shop advertising calendars.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Comprising:- 1) 1901 Surrender of Gen. Cronje 
to Lord Roberts at Paardeberg (Thomas 
Wright, Boot & Shoes, East Dereham, Norfolk). 
2) 1909 Cycling - Two styles of rational dress, 
and their effects! (Herbert Ringwood, Cycle & 
Motor Engineer, Foulsham, Norfolk). 3) Haddon 
Hall (F.G. Steel, Grocer, Foulsham, Norfolk). 
Haddon Hall a/f - a few holes.

371 A box of antique newspapers, prints and 

ephemera.

Estimate £15 -  £30

To include:- The Sporting Life 30th May 1891, 
The Norfolk News 24th March 1894, John Bull 
magazine 1st colour edition 2nd March 1946, 
and The Sphere Supplement 10th November 
1917 - The New Zeppelins.

372 A very large quantity of 18th & 19th century 

indentures and legal documents.

Estimate £80 -  £120

373 An Edwardian scraps album.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Optical
374 Vintage cameras and photographic 

equipment.

Estimate £40 -  £80

 To include a boxed Eumig C3m handheld 
8mm cine camera together with a boxed 
Pentax MV1 with Sunagor 70-200mm zoom 
attached, Voigtlander VITO CLR camera, 
boxed LPL 8-16mm splicer and boxed 8mm 
film editor.

375 A cased vintage film enlarger together with 

a small cased slide projector.

Estimate £8 -  £15

376 A Prinz Oxford movie editor.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Together with other photographic equipment to 
include a Boots Simplex screen & vintage 
leather bag of lenses etc.

377 A box of vintage cameras.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising:- a Halina 3000, an Agfa Rondinax 
60, Kodak Brownie 127, and a Canon Sure 
Shot 60 Zoom. Together with A National PE-
160M Flash.

378 A collection of assorted cased and uncased 

photographic lenses.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include Sunagor fish-eye lens, Tamron, 
Miranda and Helios.

379 A Canon EOS 650 digital SLR camera with 

LCD display with instruction booklet.

Estimate £40 -  £70

 Together with a cased Canon Speedlite 300EZ 
flash unit.

380 A boxed pair of Halina Discovery 10 x 50 

binoculars.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 With soft carrying case.

Music
381 A Yamaha Fife YRF-21 in soft case with 

fingering chart.

Estimate £8 -  £15
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382 4 x percussion instruments with percussion 

mallets.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising:- Stagg Wood block with 2 small 
mallets, chimes, Guiro with 2 small mallets, 
hand held pair of bells, and 5 pairs of 
Marimba/Xylophone mallets in a stick bag.

383 A pair  of Meinl Headliner bongo drums with 

stand.

Estimate £40 -  £80

384 4 LP Vinyl Records. Full 4 volume 'The 

History of Jazz' Series.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Being sold directly from the collection of polific 
late jazz musician Mike Daniels.   

Published by Capitol Records. Includes 'The 
Golden Era', 'The Solid South', 'Then Came 
Swing', and 'This Modern Age'.

385 5 Jazz Vinyl Records:

Estimate £10 -  £20

Being sold directly from the collection of polific 
late jazz musician Mike Daniels.   

'Benny Moten & his Kansas City Orchestra - 
Kay-Cee Jazz' published by HMV, 'Billie 
Holliday - The Unforgettable Lady Day' 
published by HMV, 'Paul Whiteman - 50th 
Anniversary' Published by London Records, 
'Charlie Ventura - FYI' published by Mercury 
and 'Bessie Smith - Bessie's Blues' published 
by Phillips.

386 6 Jazz Vinyl Records:

Estimate £10 -  £20

Being sold directly from the collection of polific 
late jazz musician Mike Daniels.   

'Woody Herman - Music for Tired Lovers' 
published by Phillips, 'Duke Ellington - The 
Indispensable Vol 1 & 2' published by RCA 
Victor, 'Duke Ellington - Rare Masterpieces' 
published by VJM, 'Miles Davis' published by 
Vogue, and 'Louis Armstrong & the Allstars - 
Jazz Concert' published by Brunswick.

387 A cased violin by Skylark of China.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Violin body 36cm long.

388 A cased brass Trumpet by Amati Kraslice.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 ATR 201.

389 A cased brass Euphonium by Jupiter.

Estimate £15 -  £30

390 3 brass wind instruments for spares and/or 

repairs.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising:- 2 cased trombones and a French 
Horn.

391 A collection of 12 inch records and LP's to 

include With the Beatles 1963 (no cover).

Estimate £15 -  £20

  Also Stevie Wonder, The Human League, etc.

392 A mid c20th Varsity III Accordion made by 

Virgilio & Pasquale Soprani.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 120 buttons, appears in good order.

393 A collection of pop, classic & country LP 

records.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Simon & Garfunkel and Beach Boys

394 A collection of pop, rock & jazz single 

records.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 From the 1960s, 70s and 80s.  To include 
Elvis, Wings, Chris Barber & Acker Bilk.

395 A box of mixed vintage music LP's.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include the Everley Brothers, the 
Bachelors, Tom Jones, Elaine Page etc.

396 A box of mixed vintage LP's including Glenn 

Miller Collector's Edition.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Soundtracks from musicals, classical, Andy 
Williams, Jack Jones etc.

397 2 x vintage Philips radios together with one 

without case for spares.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 All Type No. B3G75U.

398 A quantity of records and cassette tapes.

Estimate £8 -  £15

399 A vintage Ceka - Superior accordion with 

leather carry strap.

Estimate £20 -  £30

400 A vintage 'Viceroy Accordion'.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Made in Saxony.

401 A 1960's Beatles scrap book together with 2 

other Beatles books.

Estimate £40 -  £70

 Includes approx. 48 A, B & C Bubblegum 
cards, stuck in and loose press cuttings, The 
Beatles in America, and Beat Book One.

402 A vintage H.M.V. Gramophone.

Estimate £15 -  £30

403 An antique Ariston "Organette" hand organ 

in working order.

Estimate £100 -  £200

Together with a tin box containing a large 
quantity of perforated tune discs, operating 
instructions, and list of tunes.

Toys
404 14 unboxed Subbuteo table football teams 

(without goalkeepers).

Estimate £10 -  £20

Unboxed are teams of 10 players (no 
goalkeepers). In black shoebox.
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405 14 unboxed Subbuteo table football teams 

(without goalkeepers).

Estimate £10 -  £20

Unboxed are teams of 10 players (no 
goalkeepers). In red plastic tub.

406 A boxed pink Nintendo DS Lite with Deluxe 

Accessories Pack & 1 game.

Estimate £40 -  £70

 In working order, Used once. Accessory pack 
comprises:- convertor cable, 4 game cases, 
carry case, 6 stylus pens, power pack, dual 
format game case, in-car power adaptor, 
screen protectors, stereo earphones, AC power 
adaptor, and cleaning cloth. Game is Dr 
Kawashima's Brain Training.

407 A HMV, The Gramophone Co Ltd, Snow 

White & the 7 Dwarves record in card sleeve.

Estimate £8 -  £12

 Record plays 3 songs: Whistle while you work, 
I'm Wishing & One Song.

408 3 reference books on toys & dolls.

Estimate £5 -  £10

 Comprising:- Penny Toys, British Tin Toys, 
and German Doll Marks & Identification.

409 A vintage Pedigree child's ride/push-along 

Shire Horse.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 In mohair with horse tack.

410 A Limited edition Big Brown Bear by Robin 

Rive.

Estimate £100 -  £150

 Total height of bear 71cm/28 inches.

 Number 12 of 50. Signed to right hand foot 
pad. Complete with original tags.

411 A 1950's hard plastic "Roddy" walker doll 

with no clothes.

Estimate £8 -  £12

 Approx. 34cm tall.

 Head turning mechanism good.

412 A vintage child's soft toy dog rocker with 

wheel attachments.

Estimate £10 -  £20

413 2 vintage wooden jigsaw puzzles depicting 

rural scenes with sheep.

Estimate £10 -  £20

414 Scratch built model wooden speed boat 

with storage box.

Estimate £40 -  £70

 Measures 89cm long.

 With approx. 2cc glow plug engine, and an 
Irvine hand fuel pump. containing 4 channel 
controller and starter motor.

415 A 2008 Limited Edition Steiff 'Edward Trunk' 

Teddy from the "Rupert Classic" range.

Estimate £90 -  £120

 Number 915/1500, complete with CoA.

416 A 2009 Limited Edition Steiff 'Podgy Pig' 

teddy from the "Rupert Classic" range.

Estimate £90 -  £120

 Number 224/1500, complete with CoA.

417 A box of assorted soft teddy Bears to 

include Russ, TY and McDonalds toys.

Estimate £8 -  £15

418 2 vintage dolls.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Plastic doll marked Reveland to back of head 
and body, other doll has indistinct marks to 
body.

419 A boxed vintage home roulette game by K.& 

C. LTD., London.

Estimate £5 -  £10

 Complete with original dealers visor.

420 A collection of vintage toys to include dolls 

pram, teddies, dolls, books and records.

Estimate £10 -  £20

421 A quantity of computer games related items 

comprising;

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Skylanders Giants play pieces, Disney Infinity 
play pieces, play portals and a boxed Saitek 
Racing Steering wheel and foot pedal.

422 A box of assorted vintage toys and games.

Estimate £5 -  £12

 To include books, games, table tennis 
accessories and Permac boxed snooker balls.

423 A box of mixed toys.

Estimate £5 -  £20

 To include dolls of the world, boxed Oxford die 
cast bus and scratch built boats.

424 A c1970's Silver Cross dolls pram with 

accessories bag.

Estimate £40 -  £50

425 3 x c1970's plastic dolls.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 1 x Palitoy, 1 x Toyse, and 1 x unmarked.

426 A collection of assorted toys and games.

Estimate £5 -  £15

 To include boxed Bratz doll, doll's high chair, 
and boxed roulette.

427 A vintage wooden dolls cot with 2 vintage 

vinyl and soft bodied dolls.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 One marked Gotz- Puppe to neck the other 
marked Famosa Spain.

428 A modern soft toy rocking horse with sound 

effects.

Estimate £5 -  £15

 Some attention needed to straps.
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429 5 vintage Batman comics of note.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Includes Batman Family #11. 2 Copies of 
Detective Comics #474 (2nd Appearance of 
Deadshot, 1st modern app) and Batman's 
Detective Comics #477 & #576.

430 Issue #112 of X-Men comic book by Marvel 

Comics.

Estimate £10 -  £20

431 A box of assorted toys and annuals.

Estimate £5 -  £15

 Comprising:- play worn diecast cars, Airfix 
1:32 scale plastic soldiers, and c1970's 
annuals.

432 A small collection of vintage children's 

annuals.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include The Six Million Dollar Man, The 
Sparky and Stingray.

433 19 1980's Engale Marketing Gerry Anderson 

postcards.

Estimate £8 -  £12

 To include Stingray, Captain Scarlett, UFO, 
Thunderbirds & Joe 90.

434 2 boxes of vintage children's books and 

annuals.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 To include: Giles, Beano, Dandy, Tarzan and 
Star Trek 3D pop up book.

435 A quantity of assorted vintage toys.

Estimate £5 -  £15

 To include Vintage McDonalds, Vintage 
Disney Toys and small teddies.

436 A box of assorted vintage toys.

Estimate £5 -  £15

 To include Warner Bros, a boxed set of 
Brooke Bond Bump and Go Cars and plastic 
soldiers.

437 4 boxed sets of DVD's about steam railways.

Estimate £25 -  £50

 Each box contains 16 different discs.

438 7 late 1940's Dinky 35 series toy cars.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising; 3 x 35A saloon Cars, 3 x 35D 
Austin 7 and a 35B Midget Racing car.

439 7 late 1940's Dinky 35 series toy cars.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising; 4 x 35A Saloon cars, 2 x 35D 
Austin 7 and a 35B Midget Racing car.

440 A quantity of 1950's-60's play worn Dinky 

diecast vehicles.

Estimate £10 -  £20

441 Vintage Chad Valley Sooty and Sweep glove 

puppets, circa late 1950's.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Sweep has original squeaker, Sooty has some 
wear to his pads.

442 A collection of Cherilea Toys & Crescent 

Toys Ancient Egyptian Soldiers and plastic 

figures.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Circa 1950's/60's.

443 A tub of vintage glass marbles in varying 

sizes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

444 A collection of Billy Bunter and Tom Merry 

Books by Frank Richards.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Comprising; 6 x Tom Merry 1st Editions by 
Spring Books, 9 x 1990's Billy Bunter by Hawk 
Books and 1st Edition Billy Bunter at Butlin's, 
Butlin Beaver Club book.

445 A quantity of vintage Meccano in a green 

wooden box.

Estimate £10 -  £20

446 A quantity of vintage Meccano in 2 wooden 

boxes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

447 A quantity of vintage Meccano, to include 

wheels and rods.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 In a light wood box with 2 pull out trays, 
complete with original instructions booklets.

448 A quantity of assorted vintage Meccano in a 

mahogany box with 2 velvet lined 

compartmented lift out

Estimate £10 -  £20

 trays. Complete with original instruction 
booklet.

449 Approx. 24 Superboy comic books by DC 

Comics, together with 5 misc comics from 

various publishers.

Estimate £20 -  £30

 All 80s. Superboy issues: 137, 141-145, 148-
151, 154, 155, 157, 158, 160, 162, 164, 167, 
169, 172, 173, 175, 176 & 206. Misc comics: 
Fighting Forces #89, Morlock 2001 #1, Men of 
War #101, Strange Sports #3 & Sgt Strykers 
Death Squad #1. Conditions Fine to Good.

450 Approx. 30 Viz comic books published by 

John Brown. Almost all 80s.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Issues 31-59 plus extras.

451 A box of assorted games.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Escalado, Moneyspinner, 
Campaign, Win-a-lot and wooden chess pieces.
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452 A boxed Corgi 1111 Massey-Ferguson "780" 

Combine Harvester.

Estimate £40 -  £60

453 A boxed Japanese tinplate Fire Command 

Car by T.N.

Estimate £25 -  £50

28cm (11" inches) long.

 Battery operated.

454 A boxed Marx Electric Train Set.

Estimate £80 -  £120

Tinplate "O" gauge. Box and train 7 carriages 
in excellent condition. Train not tested.

455 A boxed vintage Mamod Steam Roller S.R.1.

Estimate £20 -  £40

456 A box of vintage lead farm animals & figures.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Britains and Timpo.

457 A boxed Bayko building set together with 

unboxed Bayko parts.

Estimate £15 -  £30

458 A Hornby "O" gauge clockwork train set.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Unboxed with Type 20 loco, tender, 2 x trucks, 
track & signals. Loco in working order, but 
needs key.

459 A box of assorted c1960's toys.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Including:- Tri-ang, Dinky, Corgi, Gyroscope 
and Dominoes.

460 A large quantity of vintage Meccano.

Estimate £50 -  £80

 To include:- Electric Motor E020, Gears Outfit 
'A', boxed Sets 4 & 9, plus loose parts in a 
wooden box. Sets not checked for 
completeness.

461 2 x c1960's friction driven toy cars.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Police car 25cm long.

 Comprising a Joustra tinplate ambulance and 
a British plastic bodied Police Car with tin 
chassis.

462 A boxed Tri-ang M121 Caterpillar Tractor.

Estimate £20 -  £30

 Advanced Airfield Maintenance Wing. With 
box and outer cardboard sleeve.

463 A boxed Tri-ang "Burnham" 11" Motor 

Cruiser.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Clockwork powered with key and mast. In 
working order. Box missing one end flap.

464 A crate of Edwardian and early 20th century 

toys and games.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 To include:- King's Scout Game (board only), 
The English Interlock Building Blocks, wooden 
jigsaws, puzzles, and dominoes.

465 A orange coloured inflatable plastic space 

hopper.

Estimate £8 -  £15

465 a A boxed Scalextric C2880 McLaren MP4-21 

Lewis Hamilton F1 car, Scalextric Club 

edition.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with 5 scalextric catalogues.

Misc
485 A quantity of vintage hand embroidered 

linen.

Estimate £10 -  £20

486 A new leather alcoholic spirit 'tot' 

travelling/picnic case.

Estimate £10 -  £20

   

New, containing spirit measure, tray and cups. 
Combination lock.

487 A vintage wooden part built galleon "Norske 

Love".

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 52cm tall x 95cm wide.

 Together with accessories for restoration.

488 3 boxes of vintage Engineering tools.

Estimate £50 -  £80

489 2 brand new boxed maple wood photo 

frames by Walwood.

Estimate £25 -  £35

 Largest size 31cm x 26cm. Smallest 24cm x 
18.5cm.

490 2 vintage Clayton advertising wooden crates

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together  with a modern Torres Milmanda 
wine crate.

491 4 vintage wooden advertising crates.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 2 Clayton, 1 Taylors and 1 Tango.

492 An old painted plaster religious icon figure 

of the Madonna in a glass fronted wooden 

case.

Estimate £100 -  £150

 Madonna 41cm (16 inches) tall. Case 75cm 
tall.

 From a church or chapel.

493 A set of 3 vintage potato crates.

Estimate £20 -  £30

 2 stamped R. P Ayres.
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494 A cased vintage Harris 9H sewing machine.

Estimate £8 -  £15

495 3 vintage farming/garden tools.

Estimate £15 -  £20

 To include large hay scythe made by W.A. 
Tyzack & Co. Sheffield.

496 Vintage wooden snooker scoreboard with 

metal sliding markers.

Estimate £15 -  £20

 Approx 40cm x 10cm.

497 A collection of Coca Cola memorabilia.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include boxed and unboxed collectors 
glasses, snow globe, Christmas bauble, napkin 
dispenser, straw dispenser, Coca Cola bottle 
clock and trays.

498 A large hand crocheted bed cover.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a gold coloured double bed 
cover/throw.

499 A collection of mixed items.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include 2 David Livingstone journals both 
1920's first editions  with colour plates, a 
vintage wooden slide box and a vintage novelty 
bottle opener and bottle stops in shape of two 
men on a park bench.

500 A vintage Harris & Sheldon Ltd, Birmingham 

original shop fitting tailors dummy.

Estimate £150 -  £200

 Approx. 163cm tall.

 With jointed legs and hessian covered torso.

501 Sea fishing lead weight moulding 

equipment.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To includes lead, 3 different moulds and a 
Gemini rig jig trace tool.

502 A collection of vintage nutcrackers.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include a 'Nutbrown' cantilever type 
nutcracker.

503 A collection of vintage bottle openers.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include a "Black & White" Buchanans Old 
Scotch Whisky bottle opener, and horn 
handled.

504 A 2 person bird watchers hide.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Vendor advises never used.

505 2 vintage signs.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Comprising:- a slate "Public Footpath Only" 
and a metal "Please Keep Off the Grass".

506 A collection of mixed items.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include military buttons, sports awards and 
a vintage compass.

507 A Victorian ebonised framed glass panel fire 

screen with taxidermy birds, butterflies and 

fauna.

Estimate £150 -  £200

66cm wide x 102cm tall.

508 A Victorian  cased taxidermy display of 3 

water birds.

Estimate £80 -  £120

Case size 36cm tall x 48.5cm wide.

 By. J. Milligan,  Naturalist, Wetherby.

509 A collection of BT phone cards. Some 

picture cards.

Estimate £8 -  £12

 To include Tom & Jerry, Gap, Toy story and 
Disney Aladdin.

510 A box of assorted vintage and antique 

kitchenalia.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include cutlery, enamel teapots, advertising 
glass lemon squeezer and utensils.

511 A vintage horn handle Swiss mountaineers 

walking stick with engraved place names to 

stick.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 89cm long.

512 A pair of vintage wooden oars together with 

a pair of wooden crutches.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Oars approx. 213cm long.

513 A set of 3 matching garden pots with blue 

and yellow decoration to sides.

Estimate £5 -  £10

 Approx. 27cm diameter x 21cm tall.

514 A c1950-60's black lacquer photo album 

'Souvenir of Gibraltar'.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Empty.

515 A collection of wooden items.

Estimate £15 -  £30

  To include oriental carved box, Pair of candle 
sticks and vintage 2 handled tray.

516 A boxed cast iron Christmas tree stand.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Painted green and gold.

517 A box of assorted kitchenalia.

Estimate £10 -  £20

518 A box of assorted cooking dishes and 

bowls.

Estimate £10 -  £20
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519 A large box of assorted cooking pots & 

pans and catering uniforms.

Estimate £10 -  £20

520 A collection of smoking and cocktail related 

items.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include retro heavy glass ashtrays.

521 2 pairs of vintage horse head collar/blinkers.

Estimate £20 -  £40

522 A vintage oval dark oak frame hanging 

mirror with bevel edge glass.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a framed and glazed print of 
Oxfordshire map.

523 A concrete garden ornament of a woman's 

head.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Approx. 29cm tall.

524 A vintage wooden curve handled scythe.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Approx. 155cm tall.

525 A vintage 1965 Conquest cone shaped fire 

extinguisher.

Estimate £20 -  £40

Approx. 57cm tall.

526 A vintage writing case with red interior and 

faux shark skin covering.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Measures approx 39cm x 27cm x 10cm.

 Compartments inside for paper etc.

527 2 boxes of assorted items.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 To include:- original 1914 military gift tin, brass 
1937 coronation shield, 2 Guinness wooden 
brushes in the shapes of stout bottles, 2 boot 
spirit measures, a large Sylvac jug, a Crown 
Devon 1952 coronation musical mug, a Mrs 
Beetons, and other items.

528 A collection of vintage Barber shop and 

shaving collectables.

Estimate £10 -  £20

529 A box of assorted Golly ephemera and misc 

items in a vintage Robertson's Christmas 

Hamper.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include Noddy jigsaw, Golly hand puppet, 
vintage birthday cards and vintage shop 
advertising paper bags.

530 A quantity of assorted vintage and newer 

Robertson's Golly badges/brooches.

Estimate £10 -  £20

531 A collection of 1960's - 80's tin badges.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include advertising, TV programmes and 
companies.

532 A quantity of vintage and enamelled pin 

badges to include commemorative, 

members badges and souvenir

Estimate £10 -  £20

533 A box of assorted Masonic and  Order of 

Buffaloes badges, jewels and pendants.

Estimate £10 -  £20

534 2 large vintage linen circular table cloths 

with floral design to fabric.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 244cm diameter & 198cm diameter.

535 4 vintage Royal commemorative 

handkerchiefs together with book "Sixty 

Years a Queen".

Estimate £15 -  £30

 3 handkerchiefs are Victorian, the other Queen 
Mary.

536 A very large black laquer tray inlaid with 

mother of pearl shell decoration.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Approx. 80 x 60cm (31.5 x 23.5 inches).

 Some damage to edges.

537 A rare antique American sewing machine by 

Willcox & Gibbs Sewing Machine Co. New 

York.

Estimate £80 -  £120

 In wooden box case. Circa 1894.

538 A box of vintage cigarette tins and retailer's 

wooden snuff boxes.

Estimate £15 -  £30

539 3 vintage tin trunks/boxes.

Estimate £15 -  £30

540 8 vintage coated linen knapkins.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 With original price label, appear unused.

541 A box of assorted vintage items.

Estimate £15 -  £40

 To include:- wooden tea caddy, postcards, ice 
skates, tapestry part of fire screen,

542 A collection of vintage Masonic type 

regalia - unused.

Estimate £20 -  £40

543 Taxidermy of a pair of Waxwings under an 

oval glass dome.

Estimate £60 -  £90

544 Cased taxidermy of a pair of Long Eared 

Owls.

Estimate £100 -  £150

545 Cased taxidermy of Ringed Plovers and 

Curlew Sandpipers.

Estimate £60 -  £90
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546 A rare tin Vesta box "Bell & Black's Wax 

Vestas No.33.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 16 x 9cm

547 Cased taxidermy of a Kestrel.

Estimate £50 -  £80

548 Cased taxidermy of a Little Auk.

Estimate £50 -  £80

549 2 vintage cased cigar & cigarette holders 

with amber mouthpieces.

Estimate £10 -  £20

550 A large collection of Georgian bone gaming 

tokens.

Estimate £20 -  £40

Pictures & Prints
551 3 Framed and glazed watercolours.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include a pair of oriental watercolour on silk 
pictures.

552 Original 'Larry' Terence Parkes watercolour 

football cartoon 'Brother Paul'.

Estimate £15 -  £30

23 x 20.5cm

Signed by artist. Of Spurs & England player 
Paul Gascoigne

553 An unframed mounted watercolour of barns 

in winter. Signed David Balore.

Estimate £8 -  £12

26 x 35cm.

554 Watercolour of The Grand Canal, Venice.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 17 x 27cm

  Indistinctly signed. Framed & glazed.

555 W.R.E. Goodrich watercolour of Bakewell 

Bridge & Church.

Estimate £8 -  £15

  25 x 30cm.

 Dated 1929. Mounted but unframed.

556 C. Wade Oil on board painting entitled 

"Roses by the Pool", signed to bottom right.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 44cm x 66cm.

 Dated 1986, decorative gilt frame.

557 G. Marschall signed oil on canvas of a 

continental canal scene.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 51cm x 61cm.

 Loose in frame, some damage to canvas.

558 Limited Edition Snaffles print "The One to 

Carry your Half-Crown", numbered 62/850.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Frame size approx. 46cm x 56cm.

 Numbered in pencil to margin, printed 
signature to print and margin and features 
embossed blindstamp. Framed and glazed.

559 A large oil on canvas modernist painting.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 92cm x 102cm.

560 3 framed pictures; Lyons Wilson signed 

watercolour of a market cross, textured oil 

painting of a

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Largest frame approx. 42cm x 49cm.

 woman and a 1930's Alfred Bell & Co signed 
print with embossed gallery stamp.

561 2 paintings, a vintage photograph and a 

map of The Road from Welshpool to 

Carnarvon.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Oil 35 x 25cm.

 1 x oil on board of Norfolk landscape signed 
indistinctly, 1 x watercolour of Buttermere (Lake 
District) signed Joyce Reeve, 1x old 
photograph of Bishop Bonner's cottage, 
Dereham, Norfolk (before renovation), signed 
to mount possibly Sidney H. Duigan, All 
framed, 3 glazed.

562 A quantity of small framed and glazed 

vintage prints.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Largest approx. 28.5cm x 24.5cm.

 To include; The Veterans by Jean Francois 
Raffaelli and Pears prints.

563 Signed watercolour landscape, with ruined 

castle atop a hill, with sheep grazing below.

Estimate £25 -  £40

 Size 25 x 34cm.

 Indistinctly signed.  Framed and glazed.

564 Original artwork by Ken Kirkwood, 

illustrator of the Professor Augustus 

Peabody books c.1970's.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx 40cm x 27cm.

 Books written by Ruth Thomson.  Artwork with 
comments and overlay.

565 Oil on board of cattle by a lake. Signed 

Arthur.

Estimate £80 -  £120

 19 x 24cm

 Gilt framed.

566 Oil on canvas of a stag emerging from a 

lake. Signed 'Holm' lower right.

Estimate £100 -  £150

 49 x 59cm.

 Framed.
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567 Watercolour of cattle beneath a ruined 

castle.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 13 x 20cm

 Unsigned. Framed & glazed.

568 T. Hoffman watercolour - 'Lady under an 

umbrella'.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 50 X 30cm

 After John Singer Sargent. Framed & glazed.

569 Daniel Pender Davidson (1855-1933) Oil on 

canvas "La Petite Marquise".

Estimate £200 -  £400

 70 x 51cm (27½ x 20 inches)

 Woman seated half length. Signed top right 'D. 
Pender Davidson 1920", also top left "Noir et 
Or,  La Petite Marquise". Label verso "D. 
Pender Davidson - artist. Studio 26 Bridge 
Road West, Battersea Park SW11. 'La Petite 
Marquise'. The property of ……(blanked out). 
No.2." Canvas coming out of non-original frame.

570 A box of 5 assorted pictures/prints.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include an acrylic on board.

571 A watercolour painting of an Edwardian 

seaside scene.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 50cm x 31cm

 Unframed.  Indistinctly signed bottom right.

572 Limited edition block prints titled 'Samson' 

#14/30

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Image approx 14cm x 27cm.

 Indistinctly signed in pencil by artist '75.

573 A collection of 8 framed/glazed prints.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising: 4 prints by Atkinson Grimshaw, 2 
Sporting Life Collection prints of jockeys by 
Ace - signed in pencil by artist (one with 
cracked glass) and 2 Guinness Pets prints.

574 4 framed and glazed pictures to include a 

Military photo, Bond & Co print and an 

etching.

Estimate £10 -  £20

575 A collection of 26 wildlife and flowers 

mounted photographs.

Estimate £20 -  £30

576 Cycling Artist Frank Patterson, 1930's 

signed original pen and ink sketch.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Approx.  22.75cm x 18.5cm.

 Remains of Nunnery at Manuel Linlithgow.

577 Cycling Artist Frank Patterson, 1930's 

original pen and ink sketch.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Approx. 26.25cm x 16.5cm.

 Entitled "Dunnottar". Signed to lower right.

578 Cycling Artist Frank Patterson, 1930's 

original pen and ink sketch.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Approx. 26.75cm x 15.75cm.

 Depicting Inverary Cross. Signed and dated 
1933 to lower left.

579 Cycling Artist Frank Patterson, 1930's 

original pen and ink sketch.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Approx. 30.5cm x 18cm.

 Entitled "Touring Sketches at Liskeard" and 
depicting The Cheesewring and Long Tom. 
Signed and dated 1936 to lower left.

580 Cycling Artist Frank Patterson, 1920's 

original pen and ink sketch.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Approx. 30.25cm x 28cm.

 Entitled "The Trail of the Romans in 
Northumberland, depicting The Wall at 
Housesteads and Cilurnham. Signed and dated 
to centre right.

581 An antique block print engraving of The 

Black Friars in Canterbury in the year 1595.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 44cm x 55cm.

 Unframed with watermarked paper.

582 David Poole - pencil sketch of a Black Tailed 

Godwit.

Estimate £10 -  £20

20 x 25cm   

Framed & glazed.

583 Watercolour of Edgware, London.

Estimate £10 -  £20

23 x 29cm.   

Indistinctly signed. Framed & glazed.

584 Alan Stuart Parnell watercolour. 

Ploughman's lunch.

Estimate £10 -  £20

22 x 32cm   

Framed - glass broken.

585 Helena Thirza Popple - collection of 6 still 

life watercolours.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 Each approx. 22 x 30cm.

 Dated to pre 1915 (by descendant of artist). All 
framed & glazed.

586 Peter Monamy (1689-1749) (attrib.) - oil on 

board of ships on the coast.

Estimate £700 -  £1200

 Measures 18 x 25cm.

 Signed. Re-framed.

587 A gilt framed signed watercolour of a 

Mediterranean coastal scene.

Estimate £10 -  £30

 Approx. 13.5cm x 38cm.

 Signed to lower right.
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588 Mixed media - unsigned. Flowers with soft 

drink cap.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 58 x 40cm.

 Framed & glazed.

589 Edgar Degas engraving - 'Loges d'Actrices' 

(Actresses' Dressing Rooms).

Estimate £900 -  £1500

 160 x 21cm

 COA verso. Hand printed from the original 
copper plates engraved by Edgar Degas. Hand 
printed in black ink on eggshell Arches rag 
paper. Work listed in the Delteil catalogue. 
Framed & glazed.

590 Jim Gilbert (1933-1995) Prison art, oil on 

board. 'Sheila by Pub Door'.

Estimate £70 -  £90

 76 x 51cm (30 x 20 inches)

 Signed lower left. The subject 'Sheila' was a 
well known East End of London drunkard. 
Gilbert was awarded the Arthur Koestler Award 
for Prisoner Art in 1972. Vendor advises has 
been exhibited at the Tate Gallery.

591 A set of 6 framed and glazed Chas. Crombie 

lithographs.

Estimate £50 -  £80

 Picture size 20 x 25cm approx.

 All printed with " Copyright of Perrier Water." 
All depicting cricket scenes. One picture glass 
a/f.

592 A vintage coloured print of a panorama of 

Rotterdam.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 36cm x 118cm.

 Dated April 1940, framed and glazed.

593 3 small ink and watercolour sketches of 

boating scenes from Horning, Norfolk.

Estimate £8 -  £20

 Frame approx. 49.5cm x 28cm.

 All signed to lower left, Harley Miller. Framed & 
glazed.

594 Richard Sorrell - large oil on canvas of 

Mileham Mill, Norfolk, view across fields.

Estimate £200 -  £300

60 x 75cm.

 Signed to lower right. Gilt framed.

595 A Pair of signed and numbered prints of 

flower vases by GMN Martin.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 19cm x 15cm.

 "Snowdrops" 730/850 and "Anemones" 
685/850. Gilt framed.

596 Stephanie Walters, Norfolk Artist (Diss), 

watercolour entitled "Lawn".

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 25cm x 35cm.

 Signed to lower left and dated 1990, framed 
and glazed.

597 A pair of Stephanie Walters, Norfolk Artist, 

watercolours of river scenes.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 25cm x 35cm.

 Entitled " Evening on the River Stour" and 
"Dusk". Framed and glazed, signed to lower 
left and one dated 1992.

598 A Watts signed watercolour of a cottage 

and river scene in autumnal colours.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 24cm x 54.5cm.

 Framed and glazed, signed to lower left and 
dated 1906.

599 E.L. Mearns 1870 watercolour 

"Shepherdess and Lamb, returning home".

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 30.5cm x 40.5cm.

 Signed and dated to bottom right. Framed and 
glazed.

600 Signed oil of a castle and lake scene, 

indistinct signature to lower left.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 34.5cm x 60cm.

 Framed and glazed with gilt frame and mount.

601 4 x seasonal bird watercolours by Alan 

Fairbrass, Suffolk Artist.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 30.5cm x 25.5cm wide.

 All signed to bottom left. Comprising; Owl, 
Thrush, Pair of Bullfinches and a set of 3 
Goldfinches.

602 Vintage /antique framed & glazed hand 

painted heraldic crest of Haslingden, 

Lancashire.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Haslingden armorial measures approx 18cm x 
13cm. Watercolour measures approx 43cm x 
19cm.

 Together with a watercolour titled 'Dutch 
Luggers', signed A Betts LWS.

603 A large framed and glazed Overend 1890 

Football print entitled "A Football Match".

Estimate £150 -  £250

 Approx. 47cm x 74cm.

 The 1890 F.A. Cup Final at Kennington Oval 
between Sheffield Wednesday and Blackburn 
Rovers.

604 A small watercolour portrait of James, Duke 

of Monmouth as a child. After Samuel 

Cooper.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 12 x 10cm.

 Framed & glazed. Unsigned.

605 J. Blazeby 19th century oil on canvas of 

horse and dog. Signed and dated lower 

right 1839.

Estimate £150 -  £250

 Approx. 33 x 44cm

 Framed.
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606 19th century oil on canvas of a horse and 

groom. Unsigned.

Estimate £150 -  £250

 Approx. 39 x 49cm

 Framed.

607 19th century oil on canvas of a horse and 

groom. Unsigned.

Estimate £150 -  £250

 Approx. 59 x 80cm

 Framed. Hand writing to reverse of frame "This 
is mine, Mr S. Case, allowed by Mr Mallett 
Case. Witness Mr .. Wilkinson."

608 5 unframed vintage Pears prints.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Comprising:- Butterflies, Spring Blossoms, 
Summer Glory, Pets, and Still Life - Fruit & 
Flowers,

Lighting
609 Pair of French brass wall sconces.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Require wiring. With cut glass collars & crystal 
drops.

610 A vintage ceramic 1970s electric lamp.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Height approx 40cm, dia. Approx 26cm

 With ceramic shade in tones of brown and 
metal wall mounting

611 2 vintage c1930's glass lampshades.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Furniture
612 A small pine dresser painted off white with 

unpainted varnish top.

Estimate £30 -  £50

95cm wide and 186cm tall.

613 A small vintage pine kitchen table with a 

drawer at one end.

Estimate £20 -  £40

120cm x 82cm.

614 A modern solid pine kitchen table with 

natural wood top and turned legs.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 183cm wide x 90.5cm deep x 78.5cm 
tall.

615 A large mahogany wind out dining table on 

cabriole shaped legs with carved decoration.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 181cm x 107 cm with leaves in x 
69cm tall.

 Handle missing.

616 A vintage painted oak box with interior 

candle box.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 Approx. 83cm x 43 x 35cm.

617 A vintage brown, pink & cream Afghan 

Kelim rug.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 187 x 94cm

618 A set of stained pine wall hanging shelves.

Estimate £20 -  £40

  Approx. 67cm tall x 59cm wide.

619 A natural pine lidded box with metal 

handles.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 Approx. 33cm tall x 62cm wide.

620 A nest of 3 mahogany inlaid tables with 

straight legs.

Estimate £25 -  £40

 Smallest table has under shelf.

621 A vintage feather banded 2 door glass 

display cabinet with cabriole style legs.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 120cm wide x 125cm tall.

 Complete with key and a glass interior shelf.

622 A vintage wooden stool, painted blue, with 

rope decoration to top.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Approx. 47.5cm wide x 46cm tall.

623 A Victorian mahogany drop leaf, gate leg 

table.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 99cm wide x 72.5cm tall.

624 A modern dark wood "New Plan Furniture" 

glass fronted cabinet with lift up top.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Approx. 48cm wide x 67cm tall.

 With carved detail to door front with drop down 
handle.

625 An mahogany octagonal topped occasional 

table.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx 73 x 69 cm tall.

 With turned legs, small metal castors and 
pierced gallery work.

626 A vintage mahogany music cabinet.

Estimate £40 -  £60

 5 drawers with Art Nouveau style drop down 
handles. Together with 4 sectional folding 
screen.

627 A vintage Aspall, Saggers & Co mirror.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Height 44cm width 20cm

 Decorated with Dame aux Camelias screen 
print

628 A vintage teak bookcase.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 91.5cm wide x 92cm tall.
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629 A vintage mahogany wall hanging 2 door 

cupboard.

Estimate £20 -  £30

 Approx. 58cm wide x 53cm tall.

630 A vintage 2 drawer school desk.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 152cm wide x 91cm deep x 76cm tall.

631 A Victorian armchair with wooden legs and 

ceramic castors.

Estimate £35 -  £50

 In need of attention.

632 2 vintage wooden storage/packing chests 

with lids.

Estimate £20 -  £30

 Approx. 52cm wide x 66.5cm tall.

 Marked "Rotary Power".

633 A nest of 2 modern pine Corona style tables.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Largest approx. 51.5cm wide x 46cm tall.

634 2 vintage bedroom chairs, one with an 

upholstered seat and inlaid detail and one 

rush seated.

Estimate £10 -  £20

635 A vintage ottoman with gold fabric cover 

and fringe bottom.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 107cm wide x 40cm tall.

636 6 vintage light wood stacking school chairs.

Estimate £25 -  £40

637 A Victorian gilt framed rectangular wall 

mirror.

Estimate £25 -  £40

 Approx. 73cm x 59cm.

 Some damage to corners.

638 A modern wood framed wall hanging mirror.

Estimate £8 -  £12

 94 cm x 64 cm approx.

639 A modern square topped pine side table.

Estimate £8 -  £15

Approx. 51cm² x 56cm tall.

640 A new Ziegler pattern rug with beige 

background.

Estimate £25 -  £50

 Approx. 190cm x 140cm.

 Red and gold colouration.

641 A modern light wood draw leaf extending 

dining table.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Measures approx. 120cm wide x 80cm deep.

 Central fold out drawer fixed to underside.

642 A modern maple veneer draw leaf oval 

dining table.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 162cm x 100cm unextended.

 With double pedestal base, tripod legs and 
metal claw feet and castors. Complete with 
central leaf.

643 A modern light wood Ikea "Journalist" 

office storage unit.

Estimate £8 -  £12

 Approx. 48cm² x 19cm tall (without castors).

 With lift off lid and castors (not attached) for 
underside.

644 A wool rug with knitted square design in 

natural colours.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 153cm x 244cm

645 A modern black leather effect office chair on 

wheels with black plastic arms.

Estimate £8 -  £15

646 A modern brown leather effect tub chair 

with matching half moon footstool.

Estimate £10 -  £20

647 A small square modern light wood 

coffee/side table.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Square table approx. 40cm tall x 50 cm wide.

 Together with a cane circular occasional table 
and a modern fabric covered footstool.

648 A vintage dark wood drop leaf, gate leg 

table with turned detail to legs.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Approx. 76cm tall x 106cm wide (unextended).

649 A modern black fabric seated office chair.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 With adjustable back and seat height.

650 A vintage light wood refectory style dining 

table.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 153cm wide x 77.5cm tall.

651 A conservatory style arm chair with William 

Morris style upholstery in green and gold.

Estimate £10 -  £20

652 A wooden framed reclining armchair with 

pale green chenille upholstery with floral 

design.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Pockets to sides of fabric.

653 A vintage dark wood 3 shelf bookcase with 

adjustable shelves.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 100.5cm wide x 104.5cm tall.
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654 A vintage dark wood refectory style coffee 

table with trefoil design cut outs to base.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Approx. 121cm wide x 53cm tall.

 Some discolouration to top.

655 A vintage mahogany tripod based wine table 

with turned detail to central pedestal.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Damage to one foot.

656 A vintage solid wood coffee table with fluted 

design to legs.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 Approx. 107cm wide x 49cm tall.

657 A retro light teak sliding door sideboard 

with one glazed panel and one wood.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 122cm wide x 83cm tall.

 Interior wooden adjustable shelving to both 
sides. Made by Gibbs Furniture.

658 A dark oak refectory style dining table.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 152cm wide x 73cm deep x 74cm tall.

 With shaped base and rectangular top.

659 A retro Light wood Chr. Linneberg Danish 

Design sideboard.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 168cm wide x 76cm tall.

 With 4 magnetic push close cupboards and 
interior shelving and draws.

660 A modern dark wood magazine rack/side 

table with turned spindles to base.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 56cm wide x 52cm tall.

661 3 small dark wood pieces of furniture 

comprising plant stand, wine table and 

circular side table.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Plant stand approx. 73cm tall.

662 A vintage Stag extending dining table and 6 

chairs (to include 2 carvers).

Estimate £30 -  £50

 Medium wood colour, central table leaf inside 
table. Turned detail to chair back spindles and 
table legs.

663 A solid oak Wake table. Long rectangular 

top flanked with oval drop leaves.

Estimate £150 -  £300

 Approx. 244cm x 62cm (closed), 156cm open.

 Turned supporting legs and gate legs with a 
box stretcher base.

664 A set of 8 rush seated ladder back 

farmhouse dining chairs, comprising 6 

chairs and 2 carvers.

Estimate £80 -  £120

 With turned detail to front legs and finials.

665 A Victorian mahogany hall mirror with 

candle box.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 94 x 32cm.

666 A vintage dark wood hall cupboard with 

central draw and undershelf.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 76cm tall x 77.5cm wide.

667 A 1950's Ercol style dark wood 3 legged 

curve topped work table.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 71cm tall x 69cm wide.

668 A Victorian circular wind out dining table 

with cabriole legs.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. diameter 122cm.

 Complete with handle, fixings and 2 additional 
leaves.

669 A vintage dark wood 4 drawer bureau with 

drop down handles.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 84cm wide x 74cm tall.

 Interior has green leather style insert, 
stationary compartments and cupboards.

670 2 dark wood folding shelves with cane 

panelled sides.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Approx. 89cm tall x 63cm wide.

671 A vintage dark wood Ercol triple side board.

Estimate £30 -  £50

 Approx. 89cm tall x 144cm wide.

 With 2 cupboard doors, 5 drawers and interior 
shelving. Twist handle opening.

672 A medium oak Art Deco draw leaf dining 

table with panelled parquet style top.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 76cm tall x 152cm.

673 A Vintage dark wood hall table with turned 

legs and central drawer with brass drop 

down handles.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 74cm tall x 76cm wide.

674 An Art Deco curve fronted dressing table.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 73cm tall x 116cm wide.

 3 drawers to each side and central swivel door.

675 A set of 6 dark wood dining chairs with rust 

coloured upholstered seats and turned 

spindle backs.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Comprising 4 chairs and 2 carvers.

676 2 vintage Lloyd Loom style bedroom chairs.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 One with removable seat and storage 
compartment.
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677 2 vintage basket weave bedroom chairs in 

pink and gold.

Estimate £10 -  £20

678 A vintage 4 fold fabric screen with red floral 

design to fabric.

Estimate £10 -  £20

679 3 vintage wall hanging mirrors.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising; Art Deco shaped dressing table 
mirror, a gilt framed rectangular mirror with 
ornate frame and a oval bevel edged wood 
framed mirror.

680 A vintage dark oak solid wood 5 shelf 

bookcase.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 161cm tall x 107cm wide.

 Shelves are fixed, 3 wider shelves at base of 
unit.

681 A vintage dark wood bookcase / display unit 

with 2 glass fronted doors and 2 central 

cupboards.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx. 119cm tall x 121cm wide.

 With original Bakelite handles. Hinges need 
attention to top cupboard.

682 A Period oak single wardrobe with carved 

detail to front and linen fold decoration to 

doors.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 189cm tall x 95cm wide.

 Original interior mirror and shelf.

683 A modern light oak Super King bed frame 

with slatted head and foot board.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx total width 204cm.

684 A retro light wood 2 drawer bureau with red 

leatherette writing insert.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Approx. 100cm tall x 76cm wide.

 Interior stationary compartments.

685 A vintage Fischel, Czechoslovakia, bent 

wood carver chair with shaped spindles to 

back.

Estimate £20 -  £40

686 A set of 4 1930's Thonet style Mazowia 

Noworadomsk, Poland, bentwood chairs.

Estimate £20 -  £40

Sports
467 8 circa 1960's - 70's George Best football 

books including George Bests' Soccer 

Annual #1-5.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Together with a United Review, 3/12/05, with 
RIP George Best, Celebration of his life.

468 Hardback motor racing book ‘Grand Prix – 

The Cars, The Drivers, The Circuits’.

Estimate £10 -  £20

By David Hodges, Doug Nye & Nigel Roebuck, 
published by Michael Joseph 1981

469 A collection of vintage football related 

books and ephemera.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include Topical Times football cards, FA 
Year books from the 1950's and a 1963 Eagle 
Football annual.

470 NO LOT

Estimate £0 -  £0

471 NO LOT

Estimate £0 -  £0

472 A small slate bed snooker table.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Approx L160cm, W 84cm, D8cm

 Together with 4 cues varying in size from 
90cm-145cm. Some marking to baize.

473 A collection of vintage Norwich City home 

and away football programmes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Dating from the 1970's through to the early 
1990's.

474 A collection of vintage West Ham football 

programmes dating from 1969 through to 

the early 1980's.

Estimate £10 -  £20

475 A box of 1980's and 1990's Everton home 

football programmes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

476 A quantity of assorted 1960's and earlier 

football programmes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

477 A box of assorted 1970's and 80's Everton 

away football programmes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

478 A quantity of assorted FA Cup Finals 

football programmes dating from the 1960's 

to the 1990's.

Estimate £10 -  £20

479 A collection of 1960's Liverpool FC home 

football programmes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

480 A large collection of vintage football 

programmes from assorted Premier and 

English leagues teams.

Estimate £10 -  £20

481 A collection of assorted vintage Tottenham 

Hotspur Football programmes, both Home 

and Away.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a collection of vintage 
Manchester United (Away) programmes.
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482 A quantity of assorted vintage football pin 

badges and Speedway pin badges.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a small collection of Manchester 
City 2005/6 medal collection.

483 A vintage slate bed billiard table with green 

baize.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Total length and width approx. 193cm x 
101cm.

 Together with balls, cues, cue holder and 
score board.

484 Vintage wooden Tennis Court posts and 

wiring for net.

Estimate £10 -  £20

Automobilia
466 A large quantity of car magazines.

Estimate £8 -  £15

 To include Classic car, Top gear and auto 
express.

Vintage clothing
1001 2 boxes of ladies boots of different designs 

and sizes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1002 Vintage motorists leather cap, Boy Scouts 

of America cap, and a yachtsman's cap.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1003 4 vintage heavily beaded evening bags to 

include one in original box.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1004 A box of assorted vintage ladies clutch 

bags to include Van Dal, Saxone and Italian 

made.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1005 3 vintage ladies cream wool coats, 2 still 

with original tags.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 All size 18.

1006 A ladies vintage Sketchlin of London fully 

lined black and white coat with astrakhan 

collar.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1007 A ladies vintage Armstrong's fully lined 

maroon winter coat with astrakhan collar.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1008 A ladies vintage Bruce Joyner of 

Cheltenham Spa purple winter coat with real 

fur collar.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Fully lined with front button fastening.

1009 A ladies vintage Horrockses green winter 

coat with black velvet collar.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Fully lined with button fastening.

1010 3 ladies vintage faux fur lined raincoats to 

include Astraka.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 2 x size 16, 1 x size 18.

1011 4 ladies vintage coats and jackets to include 

faux fur collared and wool.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1012 A box of assorted vintage ladies leather and 

synthetic gloves.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1013 A vintage 1950's Lizard skin kelly handbag 

with soft leather interior.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Gold coloured metal fastening, interior pockets 
and lizard skin short carry handle.

1014 10 vintage ladies square scarves.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include vintage car design, floral designs 
and feathers.

1015 A box of assorted vintage ladies evening 

bags.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include sequined, velvet and diamante set.

1016 A vintage style ladies wool winter coat by 

Julius in tweed style pattern.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Flared shape with faux front pockets.

1017 A box of assorted ladies vintage jackets.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include day and evening wear.

1018 A box of assorted ladies vintage 1960's and 

1970's clothes.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include beaded tops, printed shirts and 
leather hot pants.

1019 A box of assorted ladies vintage tops.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include 1970's and 1980's styles.

1020 A box of assorted ladies vintage clothing.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include skirts and blouses.

1021 A box of assorted ladies vintage 1960's, 70's 

and 80's knitwear.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Jaeger.

1022 A box of vintage 1970's and 80's knitwear.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Jaeger.

1023 A large box of assorted ladies vintage tops 

and blouses.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Betty Barclay.
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1024 A large box of assorted ladies vintage 

1970's, 80's and 90's dresses.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include 1970's maxi dresses.

1025 A large box of assorted ladies vintage and 

modern dresses.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include Jane Norman, Warehouse and 
clock house.

1026 A box of assorted men's vintage trousers, 

knitwear and waistcoats.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Jaeger.

1027 A ladies 3/4 length pure wool camel 

coloured coat.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Fully lined with front pockets.

1028 A box of mixed men's vintage trousers to 

include button front and turn ups.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1029 A box of assorted men's vintage shirts, 

some still packaged.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Barry Disley, Rael Brook and 
Ringer.

1030 A box of assorted ladies vintage skirts and 

skirt suits.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1031 A box of assorted ladies vintage skirts to 

include vintage.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1032 A box of assorted ladies vintage skirts.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include full length, knee length and 3/4 
length.

1033 A box of assorted vintage 1980's ladies 

knitwear.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1034 A box of assorted ladies vintage 1970's and 

80's dresses.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1035 A box of assorted vintage ladies tops and 

blouses to include Nicki Ferrari.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1036 A box of assorted ladies vintage jackets to 

include Eastex and Anouska Hempel.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1037 A collection of vintage ladies nightwear and 

underwear.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include girdles, petticoats and 1970's 
babydoll night dress.

1038 A vintage Navy blue wool duffel coat by 

Gloverall, London.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 34" chest.

 With tartan lining and front pockets.

1039 A box of assorted ladies vintage knitwear.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include tank tops, cardigans and jumpers.

1040 A box of assorted ladies vintage blouses.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include 70's and 80's designs.

1041 A box of assorted ladies vintage 1970's and 

80's dresses, mostly crimplene.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1042 A box of assorted men's vintage knitwear, 

some still with original tags.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Jaeger.

1043 A large quantity of assorted vintage and 

modern ladies hats.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include First Avenue and Jacoll.

1044 A large quantity of assorted vintage and 

modern ladies hats.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include First Avenue, Genevieve Louis and 
Yessica.

1045 A quantity of assorted vintage and modern 

ladies faux fur hats, collars and muffs.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1046 A large box of assorted ladies mixed 

accessories.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include scarves, tights, belts and aprons.

1047 A box of assorted ladies hats, scarves and 

gloves.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Kangol and Jacqmar.

1048 A box of assorted vintage ladies scarves 

and belts.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1049 A vintage ladies Afghan style belted jacket 

by Astraka of London.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a modern afghan style denim 
coat by Outer Edge, size 8.

1050 A box of assorted vintage ladies and men's 

accessories.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include gloves, scarves, ties and belts.

1051 A box of assorted ladies scarves.

Estimate £10 -  £20
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1052 A box of assorted vintage accessories to 

include belts, tights, ties, socks & bridal 

head dresses.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1053 A box of assorted ladies vintage shoes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Bally, Laura Ashley and Marlone.

1054 A box of assorted ladies boots to include 

suede, corduroy and posh wellies.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1055 A pair of soft black leather designer boots 

by Prada.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Indistinct size.

 With buckle detail to front.

1056 A box of assorted vintage handbags to 

include kelly style bags.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1057 A box of assorted vintage and modern 

handbags to include evening bags.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1058 A box of assorted vintage handbags to 

include clutch bags.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1059 A tray of vintage feather and paper fans.

Estimate £15 -  £30

1060 A vintage pure wool brown ladies cape with 

arm holes to front.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1061 A quantity of assorted boxed vintage ladies 

shoes.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Van Dal, Joy fit and Clarks.

1062 A ladies Radley over body leather trim 

handbag with metal Radley dog charm.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Together with 2 vintage Tula handbags, one 
leather and the other leather and raffia.

1063 A vintage collar box containing a quantity of 

shirt collars and buttons.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Box lid needs attention.

1064 A ladies vintage 3/4 length winter coat, 

cream with brown flecks.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1065 A vintage Welsmere ladies winter coat in 

red and black check pattern, with faux fur 

collar.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1066 A ladies vintage 1970's flared style winter 

coat.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 With front pockets, green, brown, black and 
beige colours.

1067 A ladies vintage camel coloured wool mix 

winter coat.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1068 A ladies vintage wool coat by May of 

London, with velour trim to collar and coat 

front.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1069 A ladies vintage powder blue 3/4 length 

dress coat.

Estimate £10 -  £20

  Fully lined with interior tie.

1070 A ladies vintage camel coloured winter coat 

in an A line style.

Estimate £10 -  £20

  Fully lined.

1071 A vintage 1970's cream ladies long winter 

coat with hood.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1072 A ladies navy blue wool coat by Windsmoor.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Size 14.

 With gold button detail to front.

1073 A ladies vintage brown suede coat with fur 

faux lining and collar.

Estimate £15 -  £30

1074 A ladies vintage purple wool coat by 

Devonshire Lady.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Size 16.

 With silver button and ring detail to front.

1075 A ladies vintage brown faux fur winter coat 

with hook and eye fastening.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 3/4 lined with interior ties.

1076 A ladies vintage multi tonal brown faux fur 

coat by Astraka from the WWF Wildlife 

collection.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Fabric by Tissavel, 100% acrylic. Fully lined.

1077 A ladies vintage Blyvoor lamb wool evening 

jacket.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 With hook and eye fastening, fully lined.

1078 A ladies vintage faux fur winter coat by 

Tissavel, France.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Fully lined with interior tie and hook and eye 
fastening.
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1079 3 ladies vintage coats to include Bright 

orange "Dannimac".

Estimate £10 -  £20

1080 A ladies faux fur jacket with hook and eye 

fastening.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Lining needs attention.

1081 3 ladies vintage 1980's winter coats.

Estimate £10 -  £20

  Comprising; a dog tooth check lined grey mac 
by Ensign (size 14), a beige mac with tweed 
material sleeves, fully lined and a Pure wool 
coat by Sartor (size 18).

1082 A ladies vintage faux fur Glenoit coat by 

Alexandre.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a khaki hooded parker style coat 
by Replay (size medium) with faux fur lining.

1083 3 ladies vintage 1960's crimplene dress 

coats.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising; peach button front coat with bead 
embellishment collar, powder blue "Evos" coat 
(exclusive to Evans) and a beige patterned "Go 
to Town dresses" dress and coat set (size 16) .

1084 A vintage style ladies faux suede Afghan 

type coat by Elvi.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1085 A ladies vintage faux fur coat by Tissavel, 

France.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Fully lined with interior tie and hook and eye 
fastening.

1086 An antique black wool cape with ribbon 

collar and hook and eye fastening.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Together with a vintage black embroidered 
cape.

1087 4 vintage and modern ladies jackets.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include modern Red Herring belted black 
jacket with frill design to front and a vintage 
1980's black and white dog tooth design jacket.

1088 A vintage Red Cross nurses dress and 

overcoat complete with cloth badges, 

buttons and pin badges.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Together with a vintage Cray & son graduation 
gown.

1089 A vintage suede ladies waistcoat, size 14.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a faux suede and fur gilet. Both 
in brown.

1090 A ladies vintage winter coat by D'Allaird's, 

Canada.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Fully lined, mandarin style collar, in blue and 
purple colours.

1091 6 vintage 1980's ladies dresses to include 

Berketex, Debenhams and Marks & Spencer.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1092 4 modern designer ladies dresses.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising; purple & black abstract design 
shift dress by Jaeger, London, a powder blue 
Trinny & Susannah silk dress (size 12), a 
leopard print 1950's style dress by Sourpuss 
(size large) and a cream chiffon and black lace 
mini dress by Lipsy, London (size 14).

1093 6 ladies vintage day dresses, all floral prints.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include David Gibson, Regent Street 
London and Hillora.

1094 2 ladies vintage jacket and skirt suits 

together with a dress and jacket suit.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Comprising; 2 piece blue and brown wool skirt 
suit by Wetherall, Bond Street, a black and 
orange tweed style 2 piece skirt suit by Marks 
& Spencers (size 14) and a black and white 
dog tooth check 2 piece dress suit by Vogue, 
Cambridge.

1095 4 ladies vintage crimplene and polyester 

dresses.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include Carnegie of London.

1096 4 ladies vintage 1960's dresses in bold 

colours.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Comprising; green brocade day dress, pale 
blue mini dress with sequin detail to collar and 
cuffs, lilac long sleeve shift dress with bead 
detail to collar and a yellow lace dress with 
chiffon bow to front.

1097 4 ladies vintage 1960's crimplene shift style 

dresses.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include pink dress with bow detail to front.

1098 A 1960's Julie Dale original, Chicago, satin 

brocade pale gold dress.

Estimate £10 -  £20

  With covered button detail to front and 
ruching to sleeves.

1099 2 ladies vintage evening tops in black.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Short sleeved heavily beaded top together with 
a velvet top with gold pattern detail.
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1100 A ladies vintage 1950/60's purple satin 

evening dress by Selin Court Couture, 

London.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 With lilac and green floral pattern. Full length.

1101 A ladies vintage 1970's tan leather belted 

coat with fur collar.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Fully lined.

1102 A ladies 1980's short sleeve evening dress 

by Trina Lewis & Marjon Couture.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Size 12.

 With black velvet bodice and black velvet and 
gold fabric full skirt. Bow detail to rear, deep V 
back with netting underskirt.

1103 A Yvonne Jacovou vintage ladies evening 

dress.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Size 12.

 Maroon dress with black netting overlay. With 
3 tiered skirt.

1104 3 ladies modern evening dresses.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Comprising; Purple cocktail dress by Anna 
Cox (size 42) with large bead detail to front, a 
pink satin oriental style dress by Cathaya (size 
40) and a purple silk cocktail dress by 
Monsoon (size 14).

1105 A vintage strapless black satin 

evening/prom/bridesmaid dress by Debut.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Size 14.

 Full length.

1106 A vintage strapless red satin 

evening/prom/bridesmaid dress by Debut.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Size 14.

 Full length.

1107 A ladies Strapless satin cocktail dress by 

Principles

Estimate £15 -  £30

 With crumb catcher top and black netting 
underskirt.

1108 A ladies strapless purple 2 tone satin 

evening/prom/bridesmaid dress.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 With train style skirt  and corset back.

1109 A ladies vintage 1980's bespoke 

bridesmaid/evening dress in teal satin 

material.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 With V neck front and bow detail to both 
shoulders.

1110 A ladies black velvet and blue taffeta 

evening dress by Principles.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Size 12.

 With cut out back, side zip and bow detail to 
front.

1111 4 ladies vintage and modern cocktail 

dresses.

Estimate £20 -  £40

 Comprising; black and white long dress with 
beaded waist and neckline - Atmosphere size 
8, a pale gold satin dress with black netting 
overlay decorated with brown velour flowers - 
Simon Jeffrey, size 14, a midnight blue short 
velvet dress - Henry Holland size 14 and a 
black jersey dress with gun metal taffeta ruffle 
and netting underlay.

1112 A ladies black and white animal print winter 

coat by Jasper Conran.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Size 12.

 With buttoned cuffs and belted waist.

1113 A vintage Valentino black crepe bolero style 

jacket.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Size 14.

 Decorative gold button to front and cuffs.

1114 A ladies vintage evening black maxi dress.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 With silver thread detail to V neck and front of 
skirt.

1115 2 ladies vintage evening dresses.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Dress with black velvet bodice, blue satin long 
sleeves and pixie style skirt together with a 
dress by John Marks, London with black velvet 
bodice and brown taffeta skirt.

1116 An Anne Harvey black crepe evening jacket 

with all over beaded detail.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Size 18.

1117 A heavily beaded black lace cocktail dress 

by Frank Usher with scoop neck front and 

back.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Size 16.

1118 Matching heavily beaded camisole and 

crepe evening jacket by Heather Valley.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Size 18.

 Gold beading to front of camisole, collar, cuffs 
and edge of jacket.

1119 A spaghetti strap black crepe beaded 

evening dress from the After six range by 

Ronald Joyce.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Size 14.

 Side slit to front.
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1120 A ladies vintage black halter neck evening 

dress with sequin detail to front, size 14.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Label marked size 3.

 Together with a cream and back satin polka 
dot cocktail dress from the "zum zum" range by 
Niki Livas.

1121 A ladies evening halter neck cat suit by 

Apart Impressions.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Size 12.

 Halter neck has sequin detail

1122 2 ladies vintage black evening dresses.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 A black velvet flapper style dress by Phool, 
size small together with a black crepe and lace 
dress by Laura Ashley, size 18.

1123 A vintage blue velour hooded cape with 

hook and eye fastening to front.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1124 A 1960's ladies cream with gold floral detail 

fit and flare evening dress.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Fully lined and bespoke made.

1125 A vintage 1970's purple crepe evening maxi 

dress with angel sleeves, lace detail and 

tied waistband.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Size 14.

1126 A vintage 1960's evening/bridesmaid dress 

in cream and brown by Emerson.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1127 A vintage 1970's ladies evening maxi dress.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Black body with full length chiffon angel 
sleeves with orange, purple and pink detail.

1128 A vintage floral maxi dress by Miss 

Selfridge, London.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Label marked size 2.

 With crochet detail to sleeves, neckline and 
body to dress.

1129 A vintage style long kaftan jacket with pale 

blue embroidery detail.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1130 A vintage 1960's sunshine yellow chiffon 

bridesmaid/occasion dress with daisy detail 

to sleeves.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1131 A 1970's peach chiffon fully lined maxi 

dress.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 With knotted belt detail to front.

1132 A 1970's long sleeve empire line maxi dress.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Green and red material with lady mouse 
design.

1133 A vintage 1970's cream maxi dress with 

matching short poncho by Berketex.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Size 14.

 With lace detail to bottom of dress and edges 
of poncho.

1134 A vintage 1970's ladies maroon leather 3/4 

length coat by Suede & Leathercraft Ltd.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Size 12.

 Pleat and button detail to front, front pockets, 
made in England.

1135 2 vintage bridesmaid dresses.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 A short sleeved pink cotton dress with lace 
overlay, front corset detail and daisy 
embroidery together with a short sleeve lemon 
striped dress with violet floral detail.

1136 4 vintage maxi dresses in shades of blue.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include chiffon and crepe style materials.

1137 5 vintage dresses in shades of brown.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Comprising 4 maxi dresses and 1 mini dress.

1138 A 1950's style white stretch shift dress with 

red lace overlay by Bettie Page.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Size 3XL.

1139 A vintage 1960's pale green floral house 

coat with popper fastenings.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1140 A vintage Richard Shops satin thin strap 

dress with pale blue floral design.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a white lace bolero with satin 
trim.

1141 5 vintage dresses to include brown floral 

day dress by Wyndale & and 60's green 

knitted dress.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1142 A vintage "Mademoiselle" full skirted day 

dress with belt.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 In black fabric with a purple stripe detail.

1143 3 vintage dresses.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 A green brocade mini dress, a yellow 
sleeveless dress by Peter Barron, London and 
a Green velvet shift dress with cream chiffon 
cuffs by Susan Small of London - size 14.
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1144 4 items of men's vintage clothing.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include shirts by Louis Phillippe and Jaeger.

1145 A vintage 1980's ladies green pure wool 

long winter coat by Windsmoor.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1146 A men's vintage 3 piece suit together with 3 

men's vintage 2 piece suits.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Comprising; 3 piece by Yorkers, 2 piece by 
Frame, 2 piece by Chester Barrie and 2 piece 
by Courtelle.

1147 4 men's vintage jackets in shades of brown.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 To include corduroy.

1148 4 men's vintage jackets in shades of blue.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 To include Yorkers and Weaver wearer Ltd.

1149 4 men's vintage jackets in shades of brown 

with tweed style designs.

Estimate £20 -  £40

  To include Aspen & Court (with original £109 
price tag), Gurtex and Bonds or Norwich.

1150 A men's vintage fully lined wool coat in a 

check type pattern.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Front button fastening and 2 front pockets.

1151 A men's vintage wool long winter coat by 

John Collier

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Front button fastening and 2 front pockets.

1152 A men's vintage long belted wool coat by 

Centaur, half lined, double breasted.

Estimate £10 -  £20

  With 2 front pockets.

1153 A men's vintage brown leather hooded 

jacket by Beged-or.

Estimate £10 -  £20

1154 A men's vintage brown suede 3/4 length 

coat with faux fur lining and collar.

Estimate £10 -  £20

  2 front pockets and front button fastening.

1155 A men's vintage long winter camel coloured 

coat by Neville Reed of London.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Half lined, front button fastening and 2 front 
pockets.

1156 A Ede and Ravenscroft 

professors/graduation robe.

Estimate £10 -  £20

 Together with a Clare Hall Cambridge 
university scarf.

1157 A Victorian silk and white fur baby's bonnet 

with embroidered floral decoration and lace 

trim.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Together with a baby's bone brush and comb 
set marked "Mamma's Darling".

1158 A vintage fur shrug together with a black 

feather boa and a vintage fur handbag.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Handbag has a decorative silver plated frame 
and clasp and lockable clasp (key missing). 
Bag contains vintage dance card and a small 
book of complexions leaflets.

1159 A men's vintage 4 piece black dress suit by 

Burtons of Edinburgh.

Estimate £15 -  £30

 Comprises; trousers, waistcoat, dinner jacket 
and bow tie.

1160 A vintage long sleeve cotton night gown 

with embroidery detail to front and sleeves.

Estimate £10 -  £20
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